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Mc1rch 1 , 1964 
western .Agqinst The Sky J ... • .. 
As I was driving up the Normal Boulevard ycaterday afternoBnf 
, ... :,i_;/.. 
on my w-2.y home , it suddenly dawned on me how d if:fe rent w.:1 s the skyline 
from what it used to be , esnecially when our hill is considered o 
Not long Rfter we moved to the present cc1mpu~ ...,.. on February 3 , 1911,-
Miss Juli-R Frankl in , now Mrs . C . C. Howard , of Glasgow , drew a s il-
houe tte 0 ~ the hill as it c1ppeared from the foot of the hill on Center 
Street o We members of the stc1If of TH FtEV TOR were so impressed 
with her dr~wing th8t we had a cut made from it and used thRt cut for 
a long time as a heading for campus news . At that time , of course , 
there were only three buildings: the old Potter College Building , 
Cc1bell Hc111, and the Administration Building , all of which sho~ed up 
well in Miss Frqnklin ' s drawing . And that constituted our slcyline 
for a good many yeArs; thc1t was the "Normal" that we knew then . Lc1 te r , 
when it was necessary to get a proper view of the cumpus , only a view 
from the air wc1s ~ood enourh , for it would take a whole series of 
I~na pictures to do justice to what we have been and , especially, what 
we noi.•• are . Yeqrs ago I thought thc1t the best distant view of the 
camnus was from the Rhea Price Farm , south of town . Just where , on 
land , one would he1ve to be now to get a single view that woul1 do 
more than show a portion of the vast number of things to be pictured 
I do not know . Cur three buildings of 1911 and on fo Y many years 
seem pretty small now and huddled in one small area of the campus . 
As I have so often said , the very location of our campus is a 
part of the curriculum. It would be· hard to think of our school 
without thinking of its loc~tion . Put our college down in a flc1t 
place , such as the Covington Woods area , where it was once suggested 
that the s t8 te loc~ te the IIEW State Normal School , and we woul d have 
a be~utiful campus, of course, for thc1t area has always been bec1utiful , 
but it would lack some of the challenge that thousands of people feel 
when seeing our college on a hill . 
March 1 , 1964 
CURRICULUM, CURRICULA 
2 
When the cog railways up Mount Jesuvius was dedicated . many years 
ago , a special mus icc1l number was written for the occa s ion--"Funicul i , 
Funiculci . it In looking over our recent catalogue , I found myself 
chc'lnting a sort of nonsense "Curriculum, curricula ," to the Mount 
7esuvius song . Just as our campus has changed from a very simple and 
inadequflte group of three buildings to the unnumbered ones of today, 
our offerings have chc=mge ll . When I came here to school , everybody 
took everything , provided he did not "grow wec1ry in well- doing" and 
dron out , ~or dropouts were far more numerous then than they now are . 
He~ce , any reference to a single course would be undErstood by✓ just 
' 
about everva ody; we had had the course or knew about it in advance . 
If we had had( 11done had " was often heard) Gr~mmar 2 , good old Grammar 3 
was coming up , to be met
1
and sweated or even cried over . C-0lonel 
Guilliams ne ~er spared himself or his students : if somebody wanted a 
class to meet before breakfast , Colonel Guilliams would volunteer to 
teach it ; and , since nearly all of us were fresh from the country , 
with early rising almost an article of faith , there would be a good -
sized clc1ss . And we endured as well as we could the rigors of Grammar 
2 and its follow-up course , Grcimmar '3 . Jokes on any teacher 
would be anpreciated by everybody , for at chapel , every day, we could 
see the small faculty , sittLng on the stage , and the smallish student 
groun , for most students went to chapel because they wanted to or 
because they feared the wrath of the faculty and the president . 
Because Western had grown up under a modified form of the old classical 
curriculum, we had inherited most of what used to be the college course 
that neople everywhere would recognize . In this way we not only knew 
what all of us who lasted through would have had; we also knew whc:it some-
one from another college of any prete~sions had had . The naming of the 
courses mifht v~ry consider~bly , but the solid(and I mean solid' content 
3 
of the indi ·Jidual courses and the whole curriculum was common knowledge 
to everybody . This was especially true in mathematics and Latin, and , 
hi st o't-'-J 
to a lesser degree , in English , chemistry , physics , and biology . 
I\ 
And then our student body became varied and continues to become 
more so . And the single curriculum, once regarded as almost like the 
laws of the Medes and Persians , disappeared long ago . Today there is 
not a curriculum; there are curricula . It is nearly i~possible to 
convince even middle - aged people that our offerings were once so few 
but those few so required. Frankly , I do not know whether a different 
annro;:ich would have brought more graduates in those early days . Money 
troubles were f3r more he,ut- breaking than one ' s sorrows over l,rnguage 
and mc1 thematics . Some 0f our students , hungry for learning of ·whatever 
sort , would have enrolled for S9nskrit if we had been told that it was 
necessary; some , I suspect , would have clutched their first - class cer~ 
tificate and thumbed their noses at Latin , College Algebra , Grammar 3, 
and a lot more courses that did not guarantee a first - class certificate . 
Hundreds of the most promising students whom I taught in my earlier 
years dronped out before they were half way through even the high -school 
courses . Probably c1 lack of funds and a failure to see much farther 
than the one-roomed school were the chief villains in this cheap show . 
Years ago I used to tell my students, to warn them about dropping 
out , the story of Mrs . Brown , we will call her . In my first class as 
a teacher I had this woman , alreariy rather mature ana a rather gooa 
,,..Je_'l'e... 
student , thc1 t is , until her grad~ 6 I\ nade on the annual spring exa mirn:1 t ion 
for t r c1chers , then conducted by the state . She made a first - class 
certific~te , guirinte €ing her four ye a rs before the certificate was to 
be renewed . I had almost forgotten there w1s such a person when she 
' shewed up again in l 91~, se eki.ng some revlirw of common-school subj e c.ts 
in order to take inother examinc1tion . And in 1910 - he came back , to 
repeat the process , I suppose . 9y this time her hair w~s white . 
4 
Just how long she stayed I cannot remember , but probably long enough 
to take the state examination again and be qualified for four mor€ years . 
But something happened , and I have never heard of her since then . Her 
husband , not having heard from her in some weeks , came down to Bowling 
Green to see about her , and well he might have done so . All the money 
he had deposited in the bank back home in her nAme had been withdrawn , 
and she had eloped with her husband ' s brother . I got lots of l aughs 
with this story, even though it is every word true; I do hope I scared 
or riniculed some would-be quitter into staying on 1mtil something besides 
a mere certificate made on a tw~uay examination on the common-school 
branches could be acquired . I must get the re~istrar ' s office to 
l ook up the further record of this student , to bring my story up to 
( 
date . She may have come back in every fourth year as long as she could 
get some courses that would help her p<1ss the state exa mination . In 
all prob<1bility she ultimate]y got what we called for a long time a 
Grandma ' s Cutifica t e, one renewed , after its being reissues sever8l 
times , for the teacher ' s life , somewhat like life imprisonment for 
habitual criminals . 
But our curriculum has proliferated and become many- sided , too ~ 
It is possible for even a good mixer to stay here four years and never 
have a chance to see or know hosts of students , for the simple reason 
that each one is following a different trumpeter . Some of the older 
teachers felt that our place as a college was lost when we began to 
offer any work that did not lead directly to the Life Certificate first 
and then , after 1922 , to a degree . Of course , by the time we had 
a graduRting class , in 19?4, the bas i c curriculum had been widened 
to include mAjors and minors , and thus the days of having a cl ass with 
every')ody else had ended . How we could have done othe~Jisa than we 
have done , and had to do to keep up with the procession , I am far too 
ignorant to say . 
, , I I 
Curriculum, curricul a , t r a - l a -la -la . 
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SECOND WIND 
Last fall , after Western began its first semester and on down 
through Fpbruary, I have been rather busy as a speaker before various 
local and out - in -the state clubs . Everywhere I have gone , I have 
been received like the proverbial rich uncle from California or Aus -
tri:1lia . Whether the people where I have spoken were merely trying to 
be courteous to the old~m8n speaker or not , many people have com-
mented on my bei1g so active , so young . I know that I am not a spring 
chicken , but I still like that sort of soft soap . If it perfectly 
insincere , even , it somehow gives me a little more spring and bounce . 
S~veral people have commented on my being so interested in my 
,I 
fol~lore investigation and have wanted me to tell about it . N.ot long 
ago , After I had madr a speech on our common birds of this general area , 
I was signed up for another club to which some of the members of the 
~ 
first club be long , this time on folklore . "Vani tas varl · ta tum, ,r saith 
the author of Ecclesiastes: "All is vanity ." After all, a little soft 
soap should not hurt the dispenser of it and should help the receiver . 
It has so long been the privilege of old people to comment , ad nauseam, 
on their aches and miseries >or else to long for some long- lost Eden) that 
younger people feel that they have found a rare bird indeed when an 
old man refuses to sit down and twiddle his thumbs and rrroan because of 
an unfeeling world . My folklore i r vestigations have not created a 
new life for me , but they hc1ve allowed c1 stump sprout to begin its 
growth to tc1ke the place of the larger tree from which it sprang . •!hen 
I first retired , I was~o eager to get to my folklore that I did not 
feel any pAngs of regret that I had passed three score and ten; after 
a very few weeks of collecting ) ! w.::is so over my e:irs in my new j ob that 
l I was beginning to forget a lot of my half a century of being a teacher . 
Some of the ne~cr people whom I have met since August, 1959 , seem very 
much surnrised when they are told by me or by some one else that I 
6 
sat in the te~cher •s seat so long . That really does me good . Why 
e 
whould somone who did not know me until after my retirement need to be ,. 
enliPhtened about a period in my life th~t may or may not interest him1 
Here I am , not ashamed of my lifetime as a teacher but certainly not 
wanting any recognition by strangers for what , like the water in the 
mill race , has already gone over or through the dam and is far along in 
its journey to the sea . With people whom I knew before my retirement, 
of course ,. I "'ant to be remembered as Gordon T•lilson the teacher . If 
they can also accept me as a very busy collector of folklore , that will 
all 
be fine; but it is not at necessary for them to care very much 9bout my 
I\ 
present job , sGlf-imposed and gloriously enjoyable . 
Years ago I wondered at the strange conduct of some of the,ablest 
teachers , even in name colleges , who retired at sixty-five and at once 
started out on a br~nd -new career , refusing to allow age to arrive pre -
maturely . Dr . S. Weir Mitchell , a very f,9mous Philadelphia surgeon , 
was intern1tionally famous in his profession . When he began tapering 
off in hi~ very grilling life as a doctor , he took up the writing of 
historical novels and be came , in many circles , much better ·:nown than 
he had been in his life work. My very good friend Albert F . Ganier , 
of Nashville , after a very s~ccessful life as a civil engineer became 
a valuable adjunct to the Tennessee State Archives ; he is so skilled 
in Tennessee history that outsiders would never guess that he grew up 
in Vicksburg , that he graduc1tecl from Purdue University , that he was , 
for much of his lifetime, the hectd engineer of the Nc1shville , Chatta -
nooga, c1nd St . Louis Railway and supervised all the building program of 
that comnany . In another group he could pass for a professional or-
nithologist , for he hc1s followed birds from his very youth and is rec-
ognized among scientists as one of t he best scholars ever found in 
America . Thou~h eiphty years old , he is far from quitting ; I fully 
expect him to drive up to Bowling Green for the meeting of the Kentucky 
Ornithological Society here , J'ust after K r A n t th • - • • ex mon • 
7 
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01'1E' SMALT WGRLD 
Rpcently , while looking over some of my diaries for 1917 and 1918, 
I was impressed with the unity or attempted unity of Western in those 
somewhat primitive days . Almost every diary entry tells something 
about school affairs th~t were for everybody . Of course , the school 
was small , it h~d grown out of a small attempt to bring education to 
the l ess fortunate , it had a spirit of unity that can never be again . 
In those World War I days it seemed that it was easy to have a program 
at any time and practically crowd our auditorium. Some of the programs 
were more or les~ canned, that is , deliberately planned elsewhere and 
merely adapted here as~ part of the war effort . Others wereJof our 
own devising . Entertainment features were pretty rare at tha t time 
except what we had on our own campus . Even cars were P not at all 
common; right in the midst of the hard winter of 1917-18 we came back 
here and had to find a house to live in; I rented a horse and buggy for 
us to go house - hunting . It would be six and a half ye ars before we 
had our T-M0 del Ford . Suitcase colleges had not begun their career 
then . Our students were here , money was sc8rce , and we could furnish 
our own public programs or do without . Looking back novJ , I wonder 
whether we did not somewhat overdo these public occasions , just as 
America as a whole made World War I a little too spectacular and 
Hollywoodish. 
It would not be the whole truth to ~ay that our unity was always 
just that . It took a good deal of pump- priming to see that our chapel 
was attended well every day in the week . I , personally , have been 
sent out many times to visit as many parts of t he campus as possible 
to "w~rn in the h.:inds , " as we used to say when we were called out to 
work the roads around ~idelityo Some students practically refused to 
do ~nything except ~ttend classes; they could not be counted on to 
( 
8 
furnish even silent su~port for anything that relRted to the school as 
a whole . Some dronped out of school and were never heard of agc1in; 
some went on thro:ugh 9nd severed their connections with their alma 
m"I ter . very rc1rely some snch student would "get religion" and then 
be on hand for eveything; this was so rare , however , that it was 
quite noticeable . 
As one who nearly always had charge of some student group in 
extra-curricular activities , I must p~y my rEspects to the core of 
very active, loyc1l students who made of these activities a genuine 
contribution to their educc1tiono Our so- cc1lled literary societies 
actually developed some unusual college spirit, not the noisy, obvious 
kind , but cl sort that sitill appe 8rs when those old-timers come ./back or 
write back. Though we had some who Attended our functions rather 
regularly and yet c1lwRys were supercilious, most of the ones who 
came f9irly regularly caught something that lasts and lasts . These 
ym·ng peonle of the late teens of this century ::1re now gr11ndparents 
nnd many of them retired; still my Christm;:is mrlil shows how many of them 
look back to their dRys here lovirgly , in s~ite of their having been 
away so long Rnd their having achieved success in their special fields . 
Here is something that all honest chroniclers of human conduct 
must Rdmi t . While we were in the midst of the attempted unity that 
I have been writing about , we probably thought , from day to day , that 
things were in a terrible jumble . rt w3s hard to make our very sm::ill 
salaries spread over the monthly bills; it was not easy to walk everywhere 
when others , maybe not so well-trained as we and not so industrious , 
had begun to acquire cars . Snectaculc1r comers and goers often got 
too much attention , even official attention; we who just stayed and 
attended to our knitting were too much taken for granted . Not once 
in a blue moon was anyone honored for his scholarship, unless that 
scholarship h~d a spectacular side to it . The Good Old Days , while 
they were goinis on , somehow did not seem heroic but often disannointing . 
( 
9 
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LEi\RNIRG I N THE ON1?- RCOW1: CCUI TRY SCHC 01 
~or decades I have been trying to evaluate the one-roomed country 
school , which for so many generations was all that most of us had . 
Sentiment3lly, it would be easy to overestimate the schools that we 
knew , away back at the turn of the century . Some whom I have known, 
a little too much enamored of bu i ldings and equipment , have scorned the 
whole former system, just as many people of Class B socially have 
moved up to Clqss A and love to look down their noses at their former 
equals . Either the coln-blooded critic or the sentimental lover of 
old times has much on his side . 
There can be little ~rgument n½out the r~ther pitiful physical 
conditions in and around the typical school that I knew as a child and 
for severa 1 years after I began to tea ch at \le stern . Sanitation was 
primitive , but so it was in most of the homes . I~inking water , for 
instance , was often obtained from a poorly-protected cistern or well 
or from a spring that W9S contaminated by surface dr9inage . Out-
buildings at country schools in my part of Calloway County were rare; 
the woods or thickets furnished the only toilet space . Dr . Lancaster 
and I have often said , Cnly to be doubted , that we believed that 
more than htilf the houses that we knew in our childhood lacked a 
privy . With a lack of screens, it is not hard to see some very 
unsatisf9ctory features of the one - roomed school . The traditional 
water bucket and dinper , the lack of any way to wash one ' s hands , and 
the constant presence of children that were likely to be far less 
clean than the low average - all these contributed to unsanitary conditions 
and constant communicable diseases . The schoolhouse itself was nearly 
always as cheaply built as possible , so th::it it was impossible to aeat . 
Many schoolhouse floors were encrusted with ambeer and dirt , sometimes 
from visiting patrons , sometimes from pupils and teachers . I taught 
10 
in 1908- 10 c1s the principc1l of c1 two-room school where my predecessor 
hc1d chewed tobc1cco while in the schoolroom c1nd had spit his juice , in 
C 11. th.-vJ °'- / I ! 
se rnicir culc1r stre -,ms 1\ right from his august cna ir on the 1 it tle r!'lised 
pl9tform or stage where he sat c1nd directed the affairs of the school . 
These are a few , only , of the unfavorable conditions that were prac-
tically universc1l . 
Attendc1nce was c1 goc1l not too often striven for . 
schools offered a book or some such c1wara for perfect c1ttendance , t he 
generc1l c1verage was not much 1bove 50~. Here is a humiliating illus-
trc1tion : in my first school , at Oc1kwood , Hickman County , in 1907 , my 
enr ollment W!lS 35 punils , not quite all who were of school c1ge . My 
averc1ge daily attendance for the six months of the school was ~8. In 
those days it wc1s sometimes September before the full enrollment held 
arrived; various rec1sons, esnecially the trite one that the children were 
needed on the fc1rm , kept the larger childven away for weeks . My first 
day brought only ten children , with one or two a dc1y c1dded for the 
next two weeks . My old dic1ries give t ee names of the boys and girls 
as I added them to my list; unfortunately , most of these names helve re -
mained just names , like the heroes in Homer who are named only to say 
that they lost their lives on some certain day of the battles around 
Troy . Since there was no especial emphasis on completing anything , 
and there were no grades as such , children just went to schcol when 
it was convenient for them and their parents . A very few of my first 
pupils attended nearly every day , so few that it would not have bank-
runtef me to hRve given €Reh one a special present . 
:ro,,, , Rfter seeing some very discouraging .... ides , let ' s look at 
some features o:' our schools that have never had enough pr Elise . Cur 
tec1chers were , formally, poorly ed"Ucatea . Not a one of my nine in 
country- 9chool days had the eauivalent of a year of high-school work . 
In spite of the harshness of thi s statement I must add that every 
teacher I had was eager to know and equally eager to teach. Only 
11 
two of the nine t9ught until retirement: S~wney Evans in Calloway 
County and James Ri~enhoover in Texas . Cne taught just enoueh schools 
to pay his way through what is now the University of Louisville Medical 
College; one taught her first school at New Concord , another at a neieh-
bor:ng district , and then settled down to a long and useful life as a 
housewife in Murray; one broke down in the midst of her school nnd 
went to Colorado in a futile attempt to stave off tuberculosis; one 
taught a few ye ::irs anG then entered the minis try in the l i hod is t Church, 
attaining to considerable pro~inence; one died of tuberculosis soon after 
she had tnught me in my first yecir as a pupil; the other two , nfter 
several years of teaching, married and gave up teaching . Each one 
had some sort o~ knowledge th~t was above the aver8ge ~or our ~eighbor-
hood; we got a different appro~ch to the same old textbooks that we used 
over anl over . When we asked questions - and what child does not?-
just ~bout every teacher would respect our eagerness to learn and would 
answer if he knew ; or promise to f ind out . I can still remember how 
some d' sputed even~ in history, about ~hich our textbook ~nd our local 
readers disagreed , cAused our teacher, the one who was to be a preacher , 
to quiz a number of local and far-away "scholars " unt.i.l he came up with 
a pretty good rejoLnder to the somewru=it biassed statement of our book . 
Since there were no grades , there was no limit to what we could read or 
study if we wanted to , and the teacher had time to guide us . One 
teacher brought a high school algebra to school and told me th~t I 
could use it . I practice1lly knew H1y 1 s Third-part Arithmetic by heart 
~na could afford to engMge in other m~thematical s tudy . From that 
little book I got ~uch a start that my later experiences in algebra , even 
college algebra , seemed easy. Another teacher brought an old- fashioned 
rhetoric ~'rectic ,'' the children c ::illed it) . She let me examine it . 
There I found simil s , metaphors , fine quotations i llustrating all 
the styles of writLng or speaking . That book even added a lot of 
quot~ble lines to what I had already learned in Harvey ' s Gr~nmar . 
12 
If a boy wanted to learn , he could do so, in the country school as well 
as in better-fixed schools . 
Before concluding this view of the one - roomed school , I must be 
honest ~nd say some more uncomfortable things . So far as New Concord 
School was concerned , I must ndmi t that probably a third of the chil-
dren in the ~ensut> enrollment never le1rned to re.9d well enoueh to read 
for enjoyment . Some of these got only far enough to be able to sign 
their nc1mes and recognize them; but what use hc"!d a fellow for such 
august le -:irning? Why i-lould he want to sign his name , especially to 
something that had some writing in it that he could not read? A few 
more could spell out the words in the weekly county newspaper , provided 
they even subscribed to· it . And you should have heard some of the 
' 
responsive reading at Sunday School ! We quick-tongued ones were 
lying down in green pc1stures while some slower one was still wrestling 
with shepherd . In congregational singing , however , we dr1wled out 
the tunes so much t~qt the slow ones could stay with us , for , after all , 
both they and we had memorized the words and did not have a hymn- book , 
And here is a confession that I should make: the teachers , 
probably sectetly , seemed to encourage the ones of us who needed help 
the least . MRybe that was an escape from the endless efforts to try 
to te9ch the slow ones the rc1ther foolish crooked marks that were used 
in writing . Thus the better ones became still better; the slow ones 
remained slow . But there was a very dffinite democracy in the school 
among the pupils themselves , for the slowest learner of his letters , who 
probably never was t.2.9.. s~e about his letters , could hang by his toes 
on the rake handle thclt served as an acting poi~. And never did any 
such chLld, at least openly , show other thc1n a forgivable envy for the 
boy or girl who could read 11curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight" without mis-
pronourcing a sinele word or solve John Jones ' s Rstate in Ray Third-
Part Arithmetic . Le8rning was revered , even by the dullest . 
( 
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So Young and Yet So Old 
In my earlier days here there was an air o~ great maturity about 
most of us , even the youngest . I have often felt that I was older 
at nineteen , when I first arrived , than I was ten or fifteen years later . 
Wf' had a p:ood deal of frivolity about us , of course , but it was largely 
of the horse-f> lc=1y type , never·ngrained . Poor in money , untrc=1veled , 
having to work to pay expenses or saving our precious dollars that we 
had worked so hard to make , we could not and did not resort to anything 
that would cost much. We didn ' t need expensive things to have a good 
time; we had each other . And the fine old art of conversation , in 
what later came to be called bull sessions , h:is seldom had a finer 
workout . Many of us had thought and thought but had not dared express 
our opinions ; with fellows of our own kind , we opened up and had our 
say . It is pretty comic when we look back now , but being on one ' s 
own from the late teens , and having to get education that should have 
been at our doors when we were ready for it
1
somewhat aged us . It i s 
not easy to fit into a big world suddenly , to keep self - control , to 
cherish some idFa l s th:1t \••ere and arevrorUl keeping . SometimFs we had 
to t~ke some decided stands against pretty low moral standards as 
defended and lived by some of the mere drifters who came and went . 
Some of the worst cynics I have ever known were around us , cynic8 who 
doubted whether one could or should behave himse l f ~ore than enough 
to keep out of jail or lose his job . Some of us who stood firmly on 
our convictions got some harsh and even cruel ribbine , but I think 
this merely stabilized our convictions . It wasn ' t easy to be a lad in 
1?08 and the years immediately following . 
We t , ok our classes seriously , that is, we who h~d the nerve to 
stay on and on and not die on first base with a first -~lass teacher ' s 
certificate in our h~nds . The actual number of us who persisted until 
14 
the old Life Certicicate Course i'.'as achieved was very smc1ll . It 
would have taken a rare type of prophet to have p ·cked us out in the 
big thrones with which we were associated in our earlier days as students . 
The 26 of my graduating class in 1913 could have been and should have 
been several hurdref, even after allowing for the dropning out of the 
nitwits , the misfits , the mamma ' s darlings . I think that our annual 
commencement used to sc1dden me most when I would think of the numbers 
who should have been in line but were not . It is no mock modesty to 
say that the ones of us who survived were not necessarily the briehtest 
of the hundreds who were in our earliest cle1sses . It would be more 
just to praise the strange , new , unexpected zeal that we somehow ac-
quired - from our courses , from our teachers , from chapel , from .. each 
other- that made us go on and on , never satisfied with some grades in 
one term or even with a degree or two . Emerson, in discussing the 
almost miraculous beauty of medieval cathedrals, speaks of the juilders 
"building better thc'ln they knew." In looking over some accounts of 
our gradrn:ites who have gone on through the doctorate , I have felt anew 
this strange r ~spect for boys and girls who launched themselves so far 
beyond anything that they had known or could have known. The growing 
list of ereat achievers who ru=ive been our students is enough to make any 
skeptic wonder at his hasty judgments about what Mark Twain called the 
ttdflmned human race ." It is wonderful when some very young fellow, 
m~ybe a son of one of our old - timers , gets scholarship so firmly fixed 
in his mind that nothing short of the highest scholastic recognition 
will satisfy him; but I keep wondering at the strange gleam that the 
few old-timers followed , fe l lows who h8d to carve out a path through 
a very dense wilderness . My son should have got his Ph . D. degree , 
for he was rRised within a few yards of our CE!mpus and knew academic life 
from infancyo So should George Grise and many other fellows whose 
fathers had to be pioneers . Ib my individual family there are four 
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fairly young Ph. r 1 s . In fact , my son is the oldest of the lot . 
William T. Sledd , one of them ~rew up on the campus of Murray State 
College , where his mother has been a member of the business f or ce 
all his life; getting his advanced degree was to be expected. Ch9rles 
Farmer , whose father is my first cousin , is different , for neither parent 
had even a high- school diploma and belonged to some rather self- satisfied 
families , both of them cousins of mine . For Charles to be a Ph . D. 
in music and a great scholar is , to me , wonderful; you should see hi s 
parents , too , for they are humbly triumphant about their only son. 
My nephew, Lowell Wilson , is the only one of my brother ' s seven sons who 
so much as went to college; his Ph . D. from the University of Illinoi s 
and his very important professorship in Auburn State University seem a 
long way from Iidelity. I mention these three outsiders , all of them 
taking their first degrees at Murray bec,mse they lived in that county , 
as illustrations of how the younger generation can start on the shoul-
ders of educated parent~ or can blaze their own trails . Some of my 
friends , to whom I have told this story of the four Ph . D.' s in my 
family , have thought it just as remarkable that my son also achieved 
his degree c1nd wondered why I did not place him alon~ide my nephew and 
~ 
my second cousin . I still think that it is nothing short of a miracle 
that Lowell Wilson and Charles Parmer went on , with or without financial 
aid from their parents . And I notice that the fam:.lies of these boys 
Are modestly but properly proud of their achivemerts . It is some thing 
to h:=ive seen such things take plclce in my life time , when I was eighteen 
years old before I ever sc1w the inside of a high-school textbook; when 
I had never even seen a hieh-school diploma ) framed and sit ting or h9 ng ing 
in some body ' s front room. We have come a lorg way since 1908 , when 
the old 10:18 trRin brought a lot of us here to start our connectiQn 
with \/estern and wi_th educc1tion . 
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March 4, 1964 
Some Evidences of Culture 
In spite of the rather low general level of the education of the 
faculty of the Western Kentucky State Normal School in my student days , 
there were some remarkable evidences of permanent values . The really 
good was so often mi xed with the shoddy that i t took more than ordinary 
judgment to recognize the good and the l ess good . For example , the 
music when I first arrived and until the comine of Professor Strahm 
was pretty scrry. The poorly-tra ined , ungrammatica l Professor Geb-
hart , who was all enthusiasm but very little more , madr- us sing , I 
must say , but the songs he taught us were largely beneRth contempt . 
✓ 
I was wholly unaware of 'this while the old fellow was around , ~ut a 
few ye:1rs later some old-t imers began to s·.ng what hcid been great E"tuff 
in l 90E' , cind severc1l of the listeners , who hc1d had some good music 
lessons, almost broke out into laughter . Proba bly ten years after 
rrofe ssor Gebh:1rt trqnsferred to a small county in Ohio rnd spent the 
life 
rest of his lo1,..,
1
<~s music director for the school system there , one of 
our students , who in science really distinguished himse l f and was ul-
timately to take his Ph . D. in physics at Indicina University , rather 
bitterly lamented the passing o: the grecit singing of Professor Geb-
hart ' s day . He even broke out into song , and soon convinced some of 
us thcit the student ' s scientific attciinments had exceeded his knowledge 
of good music . At a reunion at Weste r n of some ~lass or cla~ses , 
ab attempt to sing some of the old songs at chapel broke down pathetically. 
We had , in my earliest days , only a few actually schol8rly teachers . 
Dr . Kinnaman and Dr . Mutchler were our fi r st Ph. D' s ; Professor Leiper 
and Professor Stickles had done extensive graduate work and were ulti-
mately to be holders of the Pli. D. degree ; Professor Green , though 
never so much as finishing the A. M., did have a very broad view of 
geology and geography and had had good work under some of the great 
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schol1rs of the time; Professor Cl~gett, never going beyond his A. B. 
degree , had had a very thorough grounding in languages and kept up 
his love for them to his very old age . Long after I had arrived in 
middle life , I one day had to go out to see Professor Clagett and ro:una 
him, hc1t on hec1a and pipe in mouth, sitting in front of a grate fire 
with his Homer open before him. 'l:lhen he was past sixty , he learned 
to read Itali,m in a single summer and h.1d rend Drmte ' s DIVINE COi.ffi'DY 
in the original before the fall term began. 
It would be useless and unkind to name the others . Some were 
very te m~orary in their connection with our school ; some were earnest 
enourh but l:icked sound learning in any field; some were stuffed shirts 
and deserve t!1e silence into which Time hns condemned them. B1tt , day 
by day , we students had a constc'lnt drill in judging our equals or our 
betters . Even the most inconsequential had , for a longer or shorter 
time , a following , often a rather high-tempered following . As in modern 
times , feekers after high grades without much studying soon learned 
who was soft , •1ho could be counted on to give nearly every"::>odJ , even 
a moron , ar .4 . And these grade-se ekers would , quite nciturally , p~afse 
the teachers who required little or nothing and fairly flung the high 
grades . Sometimes it took years for the students , 1nd maybe the 
faculty, to decide who was pure gold , who was all alloy. Some of the 
best teachers were the le~st popular , term by term , but somehow ulti-
m~tely were properly placed by the thinking students . Popul~rity , 
then and nm~ , is freakish, anyway . As a matter of e;ener,::il policy , we 
students cheered everybody , even when he was dEcidedly on the way out . 
A skilled listener, however: could have told by the intensity of the 
hand - cla,..,ning .iust how sincere we were . 
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March 4 , 1964 
A Widening Influence 
Today Joe Creason , by pr~vious appointment , came to my house 
to interview me on my ornithologic~l and folklore studies . He seemed 
very mrch interested in my stl1dy of the changes in bird life at Mammoth 
Cave N8tional Park and even more interested in my Chaney and McElroy 
Lakes . But , when we got to my folklore studies, we were right down 
his alley. He wantef me to go into great detail about my methods , the 
people who help me , and the way I manage to get into their good graces . 
rolk beliefs interested him most , especially folk medicine and good , and 
back- luck signs . He showed me his favorite buckeye , a prf sent from 
Allan Trout , and a silver dollar that he has carried in his pocket until 
it is just a slick piece of metal , with only a few bits of the figures 
showing through still . We spent two full hours in our sharing ex-
periences , for he was reared , a generation later , not too far from 
Fidelity. He tells me that he has often been at Fidelity and was 
eager to know the ways by which I have written my articles for the last 
twenty-eight and a half years . I cannot remember any more delightful 
two hours in my whole exnerience as a hobbyist and collector . I told 
J oe as he left and was t ~1nking me for my time that I was the one who 
should do the thanking , for I had so enjoyed telling my story. I 
told him of the boy whom my father was called to see wl-ten the lad had a 
very severe cramp ; as Father left , the boy ' s father handed him ~2 . 00 
for his fee . The boy , wanted to know what hi s father meant by giving 
Dr . Wilson some money; "For that medicine he gave you," sc1id the 
father; 11\Jell , I think he oufht to have paid me for taking the nasty 
stuff , 11 replied the boy , who , mec1nwhile , had got better from his cramps . 
I supnose that the biggest thrill I get as an old man is to find 
that the things I have followed so persistently and , often, so suspi-
ciously , so fc1r as the average person was concerned in my younger days> 
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are noB above reproach , at least , i r not positively recognized as 
valuable . To grow up with eyes forever being cut at you is not pleas-
ant , even though, as we use a to say, you could "consider the source . 11 
Nobody ever hurt me , but a puMmeling would hc1ve been no worse than to 
be susnected of lack of gray matter or of being up to something under-
handed . I c1m sure that I was p1rtly to blame for this c1ttitude , for 
I did not take time to be patient and explqin , again ano again , what I 
was do Ln~ . If I had exnlaincd , a few would have understood; those who 
did not would have merely eonsigned me to the ranks of the 11 tetched in 
the ha id II group that every neighborhood has . I lost a lot of fine com-
panionship that I needed and that I have deliberately gone after since 
I be C8 me mature • Instead of running away from people, as I ~nee did , 
I run after them until I sometimes fear they will think me as,nutty as 
my early acquaintances did . Joe Creason was very eager to know how I 
got started in my two major interests, whether I had any encouragement 
to study birds when I was young, whether I had ever made expenses with 
my hobby . I tried to enlighten him in every way I could and to 
assure him that , though it took me years to do so , I had the complete 
confidence of the people whom I am interviewing at Mammoth Cave, so 
much so that all I need is just some more time to record what is there 
and while I have such good help . I laughin~ly told one of my best 
helners there that I believe tha t some of t he group whom I know so 
well would literally jump into the river if I asked them to . I try 
to make my requests simple and understandable , and I am as patient as 
I can be in explaining in advance and of rerunning recordings to show 
When I come b8ck from a day of recording , I 
feel washed out , though very hanpy in having added some more basic ma -
terial to my lifetime study. 
a • 
Just what Joe Creson is to do with what I told him I did not ask . 
I\ 
I just know that in him you, Western , and I have a very understanding 
friend , one who is one of our own in sympathy . 
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March ~, 1 ()€4-
uThe Lengthened Sh,:idow of Clne Man" 
Emerson says that every great human institution is the 1-ngthened 
shadow of .Q.!!!_ man , and then he proceeds to mention several such insti-
tut ions . Some historians n.~ve r3ther strongly fiaagreed with this 
simulified account of institutions . Some go so r~r as to say th3t 
the conditions of a time produce the man who somehow translates that 
time ' s nhilosophy into something valuable . This reminds me of the 
age-old Argument about how much we owe to heredity and how much to 
environment, or , in another phrasing , to nature or to nurture . In 
old er times a great mcrny things WE're at tribute d to instinct that today 
., 
are known, by definite ·tests, to be acquired by the individual and 
not merely inherited . And a study of human institutions convinces 
many that we have too often taken for granted the achievements of 
certAin times or peoples . A thing as intric1te as a human institution 
is far too complex to be explained by any simple statement . 
With no ezfort to question the greatness of Presi6ent Cherry 
and his stamp upon this college and, through it, upon Kentucky , it 
is only fair to see him in his time , to look into his backgrounds, to 
ev1luate properly the men and women who came to be associated with him. 
Too often we try to measure a person ~)Y some such .standard as the degrees 
he held, the importance of his backgrounds. There are subtle back-
grounds for all of us that even histori~ns are not aware of : our 
cont.::1cts with many phases of culture, often without the actual knowledge 
of our immediate families ; our thinking , accurate or clumsy, that 
came to some conclusions that were to influence us and others; our 
regular or even chance acquaintances , who often determined , positively 
or negatively , our line of thought . What I am trying to say is t hat 
our school came to have its d i stinctiveness because of many influences; 
President Cherry gave it its start and its constitution, as it were . 
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our college did not spring full - grcwn from the hend of zeu~ , like a 
Greek gocd~s'.> . Cften the distinctive p:lttern of our philosophy here is 
the result of a trial-and-error experimento President Cherry ' s famous 
speech about going to Brownsville , though by detours , struck something 
very fundamental in our history . The chief feature of our school is 
that it kept on trying to get to where it was going , even though it 
had to zigzag . A deep psychological studv could be mAae of the 
effect on our scho l ' s philosophy by the /nfe-vplo~ of the;2eal of Presi-
dent Cherry as interpreted and m~de effective by Dr . Kinnaman . There 
was never any knee - bending by either of the two; President Cherry mar-
veled at Dr . Kinn<'!man ' s great learning and was often visiJly irritated 
by the dean ' s calm, lo~ical appro<'!ch to any school matter . ut , after 
a bit of SfL\.tter 1111 on the part of the pres id nt and more th~n a bit 
of batting tne ey . )Y the deAn , a compromise was worked out betwe€n 
t he boyish enthusic1sm of the one and the good-humored slowness of the 
other o In my earlier days I nenrly always sided with the president , 
for I , too , have often been impulsive: "If it ought to be done , let ' s 
do it now . 11 Some things can be worked out only ln that way , and many 
of the early accomplishments of Western •vere impulsively done c'lnd have 
stuck; some others , equally appealing , failed . I greatly respected 
both the president and the oe?n , even thou~h I am sure that I was often 
misunderstood by both of theM , ~specially the president . And then 
some fine day the nresident would go so far in upholding my way of runnin§ 
things that I would be ash8med of my havir~ blamed him for not knowing, 
m-=iybe not even caril g , 9 bout my work . Because of our Indiana University 
backgrounds in common , Dr . Kinnaman and I often understood without 
any unnecessary expl·matlon , 1Jut I am afrciid that I sometimes did not 
hide very well my irritation at his painstaking , ~lo ding appro ~ to 
problemso In gener3l , he should have never left the classroom , for 
he was a scholnr , one that every student of thnt time needed . As a 
dean he came to sp1:nd more -1-ir on what could have been done by a 
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very ot dinAry office girl . That , I rim sure , prompt a Pres.i.dEnt 
Cherry to suggest that the dean resume hist 1ching and give up the 
deanship . D; . Kinnaman , eagerly trying to help our students with their 
very irrEgular courses and ere its, woulcJ go over n studer+ •s work 
todny, consuming some hours1and come to a certain conclusion; a week 
later he night take just as much time and come up with a different 
result . I begged him to put down on thn student ' s permanent-record 
card periodically just how many high · school unit s h::id been achieved . 
Or,ce he empowrred me to evaluate hiph-school credits tls the student c.o..n:e... 
by to enroll; I worked out ~ scheme that he approved ; but nothing came 
of my d8ys of hard work; the endless going over records continued until 
the end of the dean 's career as dean . You can lm~gine how •f i sort 
of indefiniteness would have struck President Cherry . 
I h8ve gone into this one chapter of outside or counter influences 
to show what I mean by saying that our college ' s philosophy is the 
result of many infl~nces , often antagonistic influences . As you 
know , President Cherry was always open to sugeestions for the bEtter-
ment of the college , provided you could explain yourself sufficiently . 
It was not easy to get across an acad nri c idea tl~t had little 
immediate connection with the general policy of the school . Anything 
that seemed lo suggest that there were inequalitiEs Among our 8tudents 
always brought President Cherry to attention . In the fall of 19~9 , 
when I returned from Indi!lna t.'niversity , I felt thcit we hao been wasting 
a great deaJ of valmible time by hAvine students of [Ill levels of 
knowledge in the same Freshman English class . ~o te would have to be 
taught bas ic things that the others l earned in the grades ; the bette r 
students would meanwhile be bored or even neglectEd . I was afraid to 
suggest sectioning to President Cherry ; hs had never known of th~ t 
method . Dean Grise and I decided t~t I could start , on a purely 
temporary basis , 9nd see what would hElppen . F~om the beginning the 
plan worked , and students and teachers alike approved it . I cannot 
recall now how long it was before the idea got to the president; when 
he learned that a part of the plan was personal conferences with each 
student and additional drill groups for the ones who needed extra time , 
he was highly pleased and fc1irly scared me out of my wits by saying , 
one morning at chapel , that I had solved some of the hard st problems 
of the students by sectioning the group and giving personal conferences 
and drills for the ones who needed help the most . Time and again 
until his deqth he told me that I was doing a good job with the de -
p8rtment and felt that it was the best- run one on the hill . You c,m 
imagine how much thc1 t nerved me to keep on with my experiment_s to 
better the department. 
This long entry in my interminable diary is just one of the 
many things that I have been thinking of Juring thi s r a ther gloomy 
winter . The one thing I dis cussed and illustr ated is a sampJ e of 
the interplay of personalities that have finally wr ought out the 
better things of our college and its philosophy . To get an idea is 
great , and every proponent of a new idea deserves all the credit pos -
sible for his having found out a new truth . However , great credit 
belongs to the less-well- known ones who impl@ment the idea . Charles 
Darwin would never have been able to achi~ve the lasting success that 
his researches deserved but for such men as Thomas Henry Huxley , who 
interpreted for the masses of fairly well educated people the implica-
tions of Darwin ' s great ideas . It is not often given one person to 
be both R prophet and a priest , a discoverer and a pmpularis er cf 
ideas ~ It was Pl~to who gave the teachings of Socrates to the world 
or , it mRy be , gave them as seen through his younger and more practical 
eyes . 
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March 6 , 196t1-
Recoµni tion of Research 
rt wc1s a great day in the history of western when a distinct 
sum was set aside to promote research. A good many of us have plodded 
away on our own for years on end , but it gives a big lift to be recog-
nized officially . I never dreamed that there would come to me the 
recognition that my folklore research is bringing locally l\.\\<l elsewhere . 
Beeinning it ~s a type of collecting that I had long wanted to do but 
coul~ not find time enough to get a good start , I soon found that 
the project was growing week by week , widening until it seems now 
five to seven times as large as it was originRlly planned . 
is still much to do tci make me at all satisfied with it . 
Ana there 
Within the last tnree years I must have been c1sked twenty-five 
times to discuss the project before classes or clubs . Since the 
beginning of this school yec1r , for exc1mple , I have lectured to four 
classes and four clubs on the subject, ni th some dates yet to fill . 
~ ost recent date was yesterday at the Lartha Club , the study club 
in which Miss Richards , Mrs . Herman Lo~e , lrs . Palmore , and Vrs . Jess 
F~~k have been so active . I have often spoken to the club , but yes -
terday gave me my biggest thrill . They are such appreciative , well-
educated , solid women , Eflger to lec1rn , respectfi.U townrd learning . 
Bv Miss Richards 1s request , I eave a background of the origin of the 
study ~na its successive steps , with a great many of the cards from 
my files to ilJustrc1te every portion of the study . It is hard for me 
to nick 01~t which aspect of the study has been the most appealing . 
Maybe since it started as a linguistic study and only that , that might 
be my choice; but sayings and si.miJes or folk ')eliefs would be 
a close second of the vc1rious c3tegories stud i ed . I find that · 
the average listener seems more interrsted in quaint folk remedies or 
superstitions th3n ln any thing else . Of course, it takes no 
r 
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special trAining to know about such thines , for we have all grown up 
·with folk beliefs all around us . And yet, to track down the belie:, 
to place it among the va r ious cate~ories , and to relate it to similar 
beliefs-- these require a lot of familiarity with the published litera-
ture on the subject and with infinite patience in tracking down , in 
dictiona ries and other studies , the reference material needed . 
The linguistic side of the study , without doub t , fits most tidily into 
my whole career as a stud ent and teacher, for my minor in linguistics 
was as thorough 9nd wi despread as my actual major and would have been 
rated as my major if I had so desired . And my thousands of students--
Jiter~lly--in English 300 and its predecessors kept me constantly ~ur-
suing the 11 test me thoq s in that field . It is true that in my last 
( 
ten yenrs as a teacher I went very fc'lr into folk influence on our Amer-
ican literature and helpEd all my graduate students who took the course 
to do some original research in that field , prefera ~ly in their own 
counties or communities . 
rr . rourigc1n , Hiss Eg'Jert, and the other member~ of the Faculty 
Resec1rch Committee are zealous i n their work and are to be praised for 
how much research they hcive aJ'.2ready encouraged and helped to finance in 
a smAll way . \Jhen Hourigc'ln first asked me to request some funds, I 
actually did not suppose thEit it WflS more than a gesture , fl very kind 
one . After I got what I asked for --money for the tapes and the use of 
a recorder belonging to the college--, I sunnosed that I h~d had my 
Then the committee approEiched me again and suggested that I 
ask for some more help on my projects . Th9t WAS when I suggested that 
it would be much better to have a neatly typed copy of my "Tidlbi ts tt 
c'lrticles for cl permanent possession of the library than for me merely 
to place there my carbons , which I have long planned to do . 
With spring "coming slowly up thi s way ,n with my numerous helpers 
i n the Mcimmoth Cave area ready to talk for me , with horces of migrants 
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already c1rriving--like the 75 , 000 b11ckbirds I snw this mornine-- , 
I see that my - pring , as usual ,will be busy , anu , I know, even busier 
than usual , in ordrr to get in all the records in ornithology and folk-
lore thci t are right at hand . 
Joe Creason went so far on ',lednesday , MArch h , c1s to suggest that 
I ought to have A gasoline account; I have never called for that , for 
I started my Mammoth Cave researches in 1938 as a portion of my lifetime 
hohby ~na have in no way felt that anybody owed me anything for lt . 
I w· 11 admit thrit it would M'Te been impossible , on my follrlore study , 
to have invested in enough machinery to do what I am doing with the 
recorder and the tapes that have come to me as a porticn of my grant . 
As to ttTldbi ts , 11 I sta.rted in ior;'~- 5'9 having my office girl type on 
bond paper as nany of the articl es as she could find time for' beyond 
the mechf!nical help she could give me in the errand - running and typing . 
She man1ged to get the first ?00 so typed . Desultorily , I kept at 
this task , A little e9ch year , until I ht t\. done from Art icle 201 to 
Article 468 before the grant came through . I fear that I would have 
, 
spent a long time doing all of the articles in th.Rt way and could , 
conceivably, have given up the job as too b:g . After all , typing 
what was originally more than ~OOOpages as handed to t~e Puhliclty 
Office is no small task for two rather crooked and old f i rQers . 
Some of Miss Richards ' s club women yester<lAy said tt~t I would have to 
go back to te:iching in order to finl'i some time , to judgE by the amount 
that I h,:1ve been putting on my folklore study , especi.-1lly within the 
last six months , 1·1rgely labor in my study , tedious but necessary 
labor that will make the study more respected by the scholar . It 
i ~ not easy , but even the most tedious ph.-lse of it has given me some 
f · ne experiences, such as my having a chance to compare the newer 
dict~onaries in their attitudes toward substandard and regional speech. 
\!hen a fellow goes through several huge volumes in a single winter , 
l eaf by leaf , he is bound to le8rn something , no matter how dry it is . 
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March 8, 1964 
The Leopard rs s~ots 
It is proverbially hard , or impossible , for the f eopard to change 
his spots . One of the ~ervations I am forced to make about my own 
interests after looking over some of my old diaries is that evidently 
I am c1 dyed-in-the - wool outdoor man . On January 1, 1917 , knowing 
the 
that we WE're living in gre1t times , with/\World War raging in Europe , 
I resumed keeping a diary , which I had allowed to fad e out , back in 1913. 
There was no effort to w~ite every day or to follow any especial plan . 
When I wrote , I sometimes wrote a lot; then would follow weeks , more 
often just days , until I wrote again . The impulse to keep the diary 
began to weaken noticeably when I had finished writing the entry for , 
N0 vember 11 , 1918 , Armistice Day. 
the dic1ry ceased with this note: 
Finally , on January 11 , 1919 , 
ttA few days ago I ordered my garden and flower seeds for the 
year . Foolish as it may seem, I begin gardening , mentcilly, just 
as soon as a new year dawns . In D6 cember I am apAthetic Etbout 
gardening, but before a weel.c of JanuAry has passed , I am planning 
like children building ch~teaux en Espagne . There is something 
of magic in a seed. I love to feel my ,ac~ages of seeds and even 
to pour them out and play with them. It is childish, I know, 
but I h~ve no notion of growing up. Wh;_,t ' s the use of growing 
up, anyway? It ' s a lot of unnecessary trouble ." 
Thcit item, written more than forty-five years ago, rounds as if 
it hfld been said or written in 1964. In my early years of being so 
enthvsiRstic about nature I was hesitant to say what I thou~ht, and 
my writings on the sub~ect were likely to be pretty stilted; I had not 
begun to find myself and to say what I think in my own way . BV 
January , 1019 , I seemed to have finally found my idiom and dared to use 
it , though it would be a long time before most of my associ8tes would 
agree to let me be just!!!!· Miss Florence Rri gland was among the few 
who encouraged me to keep on being the boy I had cilways been ana · a1ways 
will be . Harsh though she seemed to most peo~ple, she somehow ranks 
among the angels of kindness and of light to me in my older years . 
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March 0 , 1901-
IF--? 
It is a tynical g~me of young and old alike to im~gine what might 
have be en if •••• Today , on my wife ' s seventy- second birthday , fifty-
one of which she has spent with me , I have found myself wondering 
who I might have been or what I might have been if I had not been so 
fortunate as to find her when she was eighteen and I was nearing 
twenty-two . And three years later , ,lmost to the day , we were married 
anc went away for two years to Inaiana University , to a new world and 
a new life . rt would be a good guess as to which grew me up most : 
our marriage or my university experiences , so far as those two years 
are concerned . In looking over some ola diaries , I have be e·h im-
pressed with how different life became after my IndLana years , :=ind 
especially after my very first graduate work. Growing up is always 
a fearful responsibility , ~na delayed growth, ~uch as many of us old-
timers knew , made the problem even more difficult . I should have 
been through high school before I had ever had a word of high-school 
work; I should have graduated from college at least five years before 
I did . But where would hc1ve been the exper ·ences that helped me 
grow un , finally? The three almost tragic ye8rs of my country-
schcol teaching , ~1hich would be gladly forgotten but for a very few 
memornbl e days and people , just would not have been if I hAd had a 
normal boyhood lit~ , vith high-school education at the proper time . 
But that would , in its turn , h~ve made me out of ~lace and out of time , 
for few of my contemporaries had had ,my better chance than I; · 1e all 
had to grow up by jumps after we got a chance to grow at all . 
If there had not come to our house , when Albert , ,y school teacher 
brother , wcis starting his career , a copy of the SCDT.rtE':H.N EDUCATOR , 
I wonder whether I would helve ever come here . As a smallish boy 
I cut out the pictures in the publication and pasted them into my 
r 
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scrapbook , which , unfortunately , is lost , though I do have its sue-
cessor , made the next year . Try as I m~y , I cannot reconstruct the 
chain of events that led me to Western i Ja mary, 1908 ; if I were 
superstitious , I might find a dozen good reasons for my resisting 
a1~1 efforts to get me to stay at Clinton College and teach a clas~ -
of eighth-graders to pay my tuition. When I came , I seemed to be 
like a migr8ting bird or animAl , just going . And yet , though having 
to go home before my second term was over , seemingly doomed to tuber-
culosir , I had already secretly resolved to be a teacher at Western . 
That resolution Also was arrived at strangely , for I could not helve 
guessed , in my wildest dream~ , now that goal would actually arrive and 
would ent~il years of ,toil ano stud/ , th~t I would spend a whple life -
time in one position , never tempted to leave it . 
If I held not listened to Hr . Leiper when he offered me a teaching 
position that could and did grow into my career , where would I be? 
hore solid pudding might h:tve be en my s hc1re of the world ' s good thing. , 
but I wonder still who I would be . Being used to a college profes-
soc ' ci life for a half century and more , now counting in my re tired years , 
has made a certain pattern for my reaction to life th~t I simply 
carnet imagine replaced by any other life . Crrtninly , with my life -
time interest in farm life and scientific agriculture, I could have 
been hapny after a fashion , could have \)~e..11 recognized; but, when 
the school bells began to ring every I-Rll , I wonder whether I might 
not have been tempted , like the old horse in the r-tory that h~d 
drawn the iire wagon all his life and hRd now been turned out in the 
pasture to be free for the rest of his life . But when the fire 
bells ran j , he would cavort on his shaky old legs as he ran b~ck and 
forth in his pasture , following the habit of a lifetime . 
If I had listened to several of my would-be friends who pom-
nously , almost pontifically , made fun of my study of birds and advised 
me to throw over the foolish pursuit of somethtng that had so little 
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sense in ito ,, L0 ng after I had a)most mastered the recognition of 
our common species , one such self-appointed Adviser became angry ~hen 
I refused to admit that he had any right to order me around . In my 
hard-heBded way I just kept on following biros , Qnd ultimRtely received 
at least an outward r spect from most of my associates but not fro'm 
that one . .nd yet I know that I woulc1 never have been able to look 
flt myself in a mirror if I hfld weakened when he poked every im1ginable 
bit of ridicule at me for acting like an idiot . If he enjoyed it , 
I suppose he ~as h~ppy; I wasn ' t . But if I had ~ilted th n , I 
would have missed a h1 ge por tlon of my life. time . Agc1 in , I do not 
know why I resisted; a p·ous person might find some sacred hidden 
m anlng in all this; ce ±tainly an ordinary person woulJ stil~ accuse 
me of beine too hard - headed for my own good . 
If I had listened to the so-c~lled wisdom of some of our older 
teacherc:, I would never have done a day of graduate work , though I 
suppose that I would have finished the A. B. degree and then kidded 
myself in to believing that anything else is nonsense . Fortunately, 
some strong prrsonaliti , like the ones I praised some entries back, 
kept talking about more and more training for us , encouraged us to 
go on . Anc , locking back now , more than a half century from the 
day Avif: !:!nd 1 , nevly married , ·1 nt away to Indiana to a nev -world 1 
1i~f 
seems a verr focal ,,oint in a long <:lnd very c1 c ti ve life . Rpcogni -
tion cc:ime to me much faster than I had ever dre amed . From my first 
days at Indi na I was the beneficiary , llmost unconsciouslJ , of the 
fine record by the three mitive Hoosiers who h::id shown us what higher 
education is : Professors Kinnaman , Mutchler , and Stickles ; £l.,. ~ , 
from staid old ?rinceton , Professor Leiper , .:.n most w:1ys tae best 
teacher I have ever had nnd certainly the mo::.t demanding . 
Taking stock, to me , has been a lifetime er1r.1e , not merely a 
duty at the ye ' s end to be performed to satisfy the Income Tc1x 
Commissioner . Mgybe this short progress report is tiresome to the 
reader , but it was my o·m life , not something imagined . 
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Wec'lther Mer·ories 
The very large rain of last we dne sday, lt.c\rch lt-, followed by the 
two tremendous ones since last Iriday, mc\kes us think of 1937 and its 
watery dc\ys . The water table ha {; be en so low that the first huge 
rain had no effect on the whole McElroy depression , but by yesterday 
afternoon, when Lancaster and I drove out to look c\t the lake area , 
some 7? acres of water had already accumul,=,ted , and the stream from 
the Wilson Farm was running fiercely . Today ' s flood will add a lot 
to both depressions, both now and after the ·water has had time to 
go throush the underground filters and appe~r as blue and clear as 
tflp water . There ar~ two sides to this rc1in, for the long continued 
drought had ruined hundreds of ponds Rnd wells in thi.:=: whole 'area . 
Almost ?0 inches deficit in the rainfall for 1963 , at this rate , will 
soon be made up . But the danger from floods increases hourly . Be-
sides , I heard on WSM radio news this afternoon that toni5ht until 
11:00 o ' clock we may expect tornadoes over Middle Tennessee and south-
ern Kentucky . These rains since the first start last week have had 
storm- like features , and the barometer has sunk down into the danger 
zone several times . Rven with all our rainfflll, we seem still 
almost dry as compared with Louisville . 
Tancaster and I were reviewing some previous severe weather 
as we t~lked yesterday and today . In 1918 , as you know , we staged 
a very severe winter . I was in Indiana University the first semester 
of 1917 101P; H('m Emd I came back here on January 26 , 1918 . As we 
crossed the Ohio River on the train , we could see literally dozens 
5~ 0 >f ti,(.. ,-<-t. , 
of people walking across on the ice 1 and even~some wagons ~ For days 
after we got here , about the only way I could walk to school was to 
stumble along in the ruts made by the few cars that then exis ted . 
In March, 1923 , just after Lancaster had come back here to remain 
until retirement , we had a severe storm period, with two tornadoes 
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in one niRht , on onposite side of Bowling Green . If either one had 
str1. ck the town itself, the destruction would have been friP-htful . 
One of the tornadoes hit a portion of Edmonson County and did a lot 
of d ~mage . One of the victims was Mrs . Dossey( Jenny Ray) , one of our 
former studfnts; her husband was injured so severely by a lick on the 
heAd from some flying debris that he was never well again . The nurse 
who had come to attend Mrs . Dossey in her approaching motherhood was 
also killed . That storm caused peopl e all over that ar~a to build 
storm houses , several of ·which are still in use as ce 11,:irs . One of 
the tornadoes swept across where t he airport now is , then l argely a 
hKge strawberry field . I went out there to view the wreckage of the 
sorting sheds , which w~re dismembered and strevm along for many yards 
l ike driftwood . 
Four years ago last night came the biggest snow ever recorded 
here , ?3 . 9 inches . That was the night of the snowed-in groups on 
their way home from Lexington. Watch ·.ng weather with all my interest 
from my boyhood , I have come to "feel in my bones " great barometric 
and temperature changes . On that big-snow morning Mom said that I 
could hear it snow. Certainly I h8d some strange feelings and got 
up to see what was going on . At first the drifts , even 8 ?a inst our 
back.-pof'~h sere en door , three steps up , m.:1de me think thc1 t we must 
have four or five feet of it . 
Since I have always been ciround Western since I was a young mftn , 
~eathe;x, and Western not only alliterc1te but also seem synonymous , for 
everv sevPre change affects in some way our college and its people . 
In ~918 , for example, the long-continued zero weather so disrupted 
the "ater system th.Rt it ,·as a problem to get enough water to drink; 
bathine; "Eemed out of the auestion for dc1ys . As a result, ris I . 
may have told in some prevLous entry of this diary , an enidemic of 
itch broke out . For a long time I would roll up my sleeves when I 
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graded p~pers and then b~the my hands in a disinfect1nt . I felt 
some shame for conditions then , ht.~ , la11Y years lat ... , ·hen itch 
was e"'ide ic in lots o:' rl9ces , : _tJJ.t less asi'k1med . In one of the 
yellrs of World '~c1r II, ,iust before I lectured to the teachers of Warrick 
County, tndi~na Jat 3oonvil::.e , tead lice had invaded the rewburgh 
Schools and had had to be wrtJS tle d with by sta tc , loc·11 , 1nd Red Cross 
specialis . o That town is a fashionable commuter home for people 
who work in Evansville , not a slum Listrict at all . 
These calamities make me wonder how ~e mieht lose v~ry rapidly 
many of our most cherished evidences of civilization if co munications 
were cut off as they were for so many areas in the South during the 
Civil vhr . 
.. 
My father· of ten told us of the plague of itch that made 
I 
life miserable , for drugs , even simple ones , were nearly unkno,m . 
He and other boys , in summ ~ , ~uld go to the creek , ~oak themselves 
all over , rub gunnowder en thtJir sor s , endure th~ ngony as long as 
they could , and then dive into the swimming hole . Several repetitions 
of this severe remedy stopped the disease , as well it might . I did 
not le~rn whether it was possible ~t that time to get sulphur , which , 
with lAr , is a time-honored remedy for itch , even the seven- year type . 
And there were other lc1st- resort things thi;it were forced upon 
everybody . My grcindfathcr , lother ' s fath( :, rein out of salt during 
the h8rd years of the war and was at a loss as to how to preserve 
his hog meat for winter o Since his smokehouse had a dirt floor and 
had been used for years , he resorted to digging un the ton layer of 
dirt , soaking it in big kettle~ , and then boiling down the water 
until he could get some salt o One year he used ordinary wood ashes 
to protect his meat from spoiling . Necessity , as the proverb says , 
i s the mother of invention ; m~ybe in a time of great calamity all of 
us might think up or remember ways of doing things that could help 
tide us over 0 crisic . 
March 11 , 19G4 
Losses and Gains 
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In looking back at the comings cmd goings in our faculty , I 
cannot help hc1ving some sincere regrets . Host of the people who 
decided that Western was not for them were wise eno1Jgh, or someone was 
wise enough for them, to chase the rainbow elsewhere . And yet , some 
of these , who will remain nameless in this entry , starte~ off with 
considerable promise and then either deteriorated or merely showed 
their less-good side . In several instances it would have helped 
all of us , then and until now , if they or the presidents held decided 
sooner that they and Western just did not rhyme . 
./ 
' But I cannot help regr@tting the loss , almost w~olly on ~ccount of 
of 
salary , some of the best we ever h..~ve had or , ID.Rybe , could have . 
f\ 
As you know , I regard our losine J~mes Cornette as tragic , the sort of 
tragedy that w~s hapnening in Indiana University in my earlier days : 
there w,s just not enough money to give the finest young fellows a show. 
One of my teachers at Indiana used to say that the university was a 
mere nlcmtbed or seedbed : when a young man had h~d enough experience 
to show how valm'1ble he was, some other university , with more money or 
more outlook got hi~o Chester Ch1nnon is another young fellow who 
was a natural for here ; and Basil Cole was a third member of the group 
who left right c1long at the same time . John Taylor Skinner ought to 
have stAyed here ; and we could use Bill Owsley as well as M0 rehead will 
ever use him. If I were to consult some older c8talogues , I could 
double this list with names of fellc;.:s who were cc1ught here rtfter 
the D~press ion in 19°, , with growing fa~ilies but not growing slaries . 
There just W'.'IS not enough money to hold fl lot of young men who b.ad so 
many chqnces elsewhere . 
Over and over , especially in the last twenty years, I have heard 
almost the same group of our faculty lqmenting the dangers here from 
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inbreeding . Rel~tively speaking, we are not very different from many 
of the col]eges t\1C1,{ I ha.re known . AnJ , almost wit~out exception, 
our own students who came back to teach had hRd a lot of experience 
in entirely diffe r ent situations . And I cannot help mentioning 
some of ours , younger than my generation, •,;ho stc1nd out: \Tillson Wood , 
Frances Richards , Harvin Russell, George Downing , Dero ~,owning , 
Raymond Cravens , William Hourigan, and on and on . When I try to think 
one 
of some ~who illustrates this inbreeding evil that some critics rave 
about , I have difficulty . 
I,, defend ing our em,loying some of our own , I am in no way trying 
to suggest that only our own should be considered . But when a good 
prospect, of whatever packgrounds and educational training , i ~ being 
( 
considered , a ' •le stern product certainly should not have a strike or 
two against him merely because he did his undergra~uate work here . 
I t would be merely a repetition of old stuff if I included in this 
defense of our own products the names of the men and women who have 
retired or are almost ready to retire . Just what would Uestern he1ve 
been like if it had started out , in 1906 , distinctly op~osed to hiring 
any of its products? In some ways it might have been better , but 
it would have forever lost the distinctiveness that is Westeri1 • s badge 
wherever our influence is known . I doubt whether ciny array of outside 
talent could ever have held things together in our poverty-stricken 
days as a college . And you know how our early products , as well as 
later ones, had no d ifficulty in taking their places as students , or 
otherwise , in the biggest name colleges and universities . As I have 
so often s0id , our three Hoosiers of the faculty in my student days 
here , later raised to Pi<J~ with the· coming of Hiss Scott and Daddy Bur-
ton , gave those of us who chose Indiana University an understanding 
we~come; and I love to think that we paid them bac~ by establishning 
a standard at that university that still holds with our own students . 
( 
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Mc1rch 1-' , 1961+ 
A Common Cultural Background 
Today at the College Heights Bookstore I bought a paperb1ck edition 
of McGuffey ' s Sixth Reaoer , for which Dr . Henry 3t 0 ele Commager wrote a 
very illuminating FQreword . Co.11m<'tger stresses , especially , the influence 
of this famou~ series of ~eaders :n giving to several generations a 
basic common culture . So well- known were the selections in the various 
readers that a speaker could make a chance reference to some poem or 
story or character and be understood as well as old-timers understood 
referencef to the Bible . Re also praises the basic mor1lity , tol~rance , 
and pat,..• o-b. m that shine through the selections , especially in the 
two urper readers . I ,especially liked his defense of the :tv:cGuffey 
brothers , 'tlilliam Holmes rmd Alexander , 1gflinst the trite criticism 
that their ~eaders were ~o blindly American in selection and in senti-
ment . Dr. Co~mAger easily disproves this silly comment by showing 
how lqrge the number of British ~elections is . .4n 1 he shows how 
there is no selection that would help keep alive the anti- British sen-
timent that was still rampBnt in most textbooks in the first half of 
the 1800 ' s . Though the McGuffeys Jived through the exci tea cfays of 
the slavefy contest3 in politics , there is not a seJection that could 
be taken as pro-slcwe ry or anti-slavery; even "The Blue and The Gr.,.,y , 11 
by Francis l!iles Fin L, is a bid for forgetting the tragedies of the 
Civil W,H and living again as one natioI o 
My readers in Fidelity school , 11 except one , tllld descendfo to 
me, the youngest of the clan; one Wc'IS actually bought for me . But 
all of th~ ri , 11.e w or old , ware the McGuffey Reader., , ,,,1th tho ir quc1 int 
woodcuts , th~ir c~refully prepared lists of words to be mastered , their 
drills on correct em~hasis in rec1ding , their fondness for literary 
Not only did we read in the books as a part of every dny, 
and oraJly e•rery time , but we memorized poems and dialogues and orations . 
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This was so widespread as a method of teaching th1t state lines did 
not mr1tter . Once , aw1y b1ck in cy earlier d1ys as a student , we had 
a kind o~ "forum" chapel , in which each member of the faculty was 
ex ected to say something . Some elected to quote from groat literature , 
chiefly the kind that most of us knew about . Others wou1· quote a 
sen ter.ce or two and then co ment " ·vhen it cnme r . 1 utchlcr 1s time , 
he got up , ~ lone , Abrahnm Lincoln-fi urea man , frond on one side of 
face ana elevatad t' E: otl r ye°Jro,. and S3id , "I think ju,..4 about ve r~-
thin has been 0uot e; ,..ro except I I and th Guide- ost . 
I ,1 
The ·ry 
w'1olE' crowci , trach rr and ~tudent"" alike, burst into lnu_hter, for 
that rocm \, s \no n to V rwbody . It was a s ... le , .,.omewhnt over-
morali" 1 tale o-f' 1 bo;r • ·'10 W1S lost c1t nl ht nnd fear a an f'i, ';f_ect 
, 
tha L loomed p darkf~ in ii ... pa '•h . Wanting to run , he decided to see 
that the monster war; it turned out to be a "Ulde-posl . An' then came 
the moral , · 1 i thou h.:ch nobody would hnve been sa ti fied: 11: f I "'Ge 
someLhir.g "'cnry , I ' ll m1rch straight up to it." If I should just as 
casur-1Jly refer to that poem today , I would have to spen' more time in 
explR'ning my reference than it would take to recite the whole rath r 
poor ce • 
Some t en Ly y c1rs ae;o, the , meric~m Book Company br01·eht out a 
co pl te r printi e oft e irut five McGuffey eaders; I bou ht the 
whole set anf would send one each year as a birthday present to my 
grln ·,u. ter , ~heila Hueh s, as she would get ol" no h tor ad it . 
er f1ther took a erc~t intere~t in the series and , in his c~pacity as 
bcok revi w edi · or for t 1e FOR_ i, .:U 
articles on th~ McGuffey Rea 'er~ . 
·rote o e exc 1:ent 
He was too young tu have been 
rai~ on the seri sis I as, and , b siaEs, he 1·v c in Covington , 
which would ~~ve regarde~ itself as f3r more modern th n my o~i ~ elity . 
Our Mrs . Robert Lively, fter hearln me t:-:i:k about the series ana also 
acquainted with t e b{oks from her own childhood , asked that she be 
a~llowea to write hPr ~ster ' s thesis, some years ~go , on t e reader • 
I was so impressed with her work, w:1·.ch , o cour. e , is bound and filed 
in our libr~ry, that I su gested that she discuss her investigations 
before the annual meeting of the Kentucky Fol .lore Society . Since 
our group ~as at that t:me largely middle-aged and old people, she 
struck a tender spol in the memories of her audience . And one of the 
\lc1rren County teacherr , long about that time Emd maybe inspired by 
Mrs . I i ve ly ' s ad ere cu, 1ork a out a McGuffey Re acer pr ogr :lm for her 
one - roomed school and Dvited the parents to attend some Friday after-
noon to heRr the old-time classics . She chose two pupils from each 
gr•1e' , from the first through the sixth, taught them these well-lrnov.n 
poem~ , and really haa p great day . I hqve always regretted that I 
was unable to atte, d . fo~ , of course, I was invited . 
Many times in my most recent teaching years I hc1d t0 spend 
more time in explaining the significance of a figure of speech than 
in strr:lying all the rest of a poem. The figure , vihen it was used , 
was fresh , illuminating ; it gave thousands of people a memorable 
simile or metaphor; it rut into vivid language some abstract or ab-
struse fact or condition. But times changed, proba Jly the thing to 
which some abstract thing was compared ceased to be a p~rt of everyone ' s 
experiencb , and the figure seemed dull or ununcerstandc1ble to many 
pec ple., . une of my favorite devices for many years as a Sunday 
School teacher was to show how intimate the pd.cture of the shepherd 
anc the sheep the Twenty-third Psalm is. But I often discovered that 
most of my audience knew c1s little about sheep ns I would know about 
kangaroos or camels . In going through my 3500 similes and sayings 
not long ago in order to select some for an article , I could not help 
seeing how m8ny of them would need considerable explanation to the 
descendants o~ the ¾anmoth Cave people who used them regularly and ef-
fectively not too long ago . A good writer or speaker will have to 




M-:irch l _, 1964 
An Unending Process 
In my younger d~ys I sometimes got d isgusted at some of our igno-
rant preachers , who seemed to think that if missionaries could merely 
get into the areas wher6 CLristianity is unknown and just tell the people 
the joyous news of Christi,mity , thc1t would solve the problem; people 
would see the error of their ways and fairly rush into the church. 
The best story on this whole m8tter was told by Dr . S. Parkes Caumen, 
who said in an address that some representative of an emotional sect 
in the Middle v:e st arr ivea in Nc-w York and , hc=iving heard of Dr . Cadman , 
came to the doctor ' s office . The religionist introduced himse,lf with 
these words: " I h11ve come to take New York for Jesus Christ. " 1 The 
learned Dr . Cacman , knowing some of the intricacies of hew York and 
its peoi1le , said , rather calmly : 0 TRke a seat first . n His first ques -
ti.on to the evangelist was "How many languages do you know . •t 11 I 
know only English , 3ir . 11 Then Dr . Cadman took the minister to a 
window and pointer out a single block of the city to be seen from that 
window . " I know of eight languages thcd are spoken in thc=d block i:i lOnE . 11 
The evangelL t , ~,i th eyes slightly openea , went out a little wiser to 
tackle his problem. 
Some of the middle -aged people I kno , especially those who are 
chilcaess , ~eem to think that our educational problems are over when 
we establish a high school ~ithin easy reach of every chil" . I often 
meet people who , because they hflve never tc1ught and have no notion c1bout 
schools, imqgine that all i s going well because everybody is being edu-
cated now . That attitua- , it often seems to me , defeats schools almost 
as fast as they are built . A second group believe in education but 
only the kind they got , 1:1ybe a good kina for thelr generation but 
certalnly frir be'.1ind tne derMnds of l ::iter times . I have noticed that 
some of the best products of the olJ cl~ssic~l type of education have 
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not yet w~ked up to the fact that four years of Latin are not required 
of all who enroll in high school . ~emember , I was educated in the old 
system, tht:1t I had my L=mguaees , my literatu:rt , r1y science , my hic;tory , 
and all the rest . I am very respectful townra that type of eJucation 
and still feel that it ou ht to be available for the ones who can take 
it and want it . But I would be blina to All my h~lf a ce~tury of 
te9ching if I imagined that only those who were so tr1inrd were 
educ~ te d . One of my La tin teachers used to say that the low standing 
of the classics in many p]Bces was due to the haughty ,ttitude of just 
such irreconcilables , who refuse to believe that ciny system but the 
one in vogue a century e1go is wortby of respect . 
Zealots , I l~ave of ten found , lose their zeal when they be.~tn to 
get recoe,nit.ion , when the newness of their accomplishments bee;ins to 
wear off . Looked at bJ an outsider who was for long an insider , the 
problem seems to me alw~qs beckonir.g, always unsolved . Just about 
the lime we -:ire rejoicing over some of our good. products , who love to 
tell us how much we did for them , ci younger gener.:i Lion arise , 11 who 
kne · nol Jo~eph , 11 who are being ignored or be inf shunte ,~ in to the hands 
of the ne"er and often l ess able teachers , who imagine that they do their 
best work i.-•.ith the upperclassmen . .\ :ew days ago Mr . Leopold said hi s 
greatest rl"'f'pect for '\les~ern cRme about when he discovered hm·J 1J1c1ny 
older teachers and even departmental heads would teach freshmen . I 
know of plenty of ins tanct. , ·.n b ·_g colleges , when a student cannot 
count on hAv ing cmy of the b.ig boys until he is n jun.!.or c1 t least . 
And , though many of the teachers who are beneath associate - professor 
level are 8mong the best to be foun( , any c1re merely doing time until 
a publication or some cutsid~ recoenition or a sufficient number of years 
in service mc=iy raise the teacher a step higher in the QJ:!r sus honorum . 
I may have been hated for seeing to it that everybody taught fr~shmen , 
but I still believe that only thus can a college keep constantly in mind 
the ever- newer problems of the students . There is no quick- and - easy 
way to evangelize the world or to run~ college . 
March lc-, 1964 
CUR BIG, BIG GnCUP 
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Last night we all m~rvelled at the tremendous crowd at our annual 
faculty dinner . W(;l have so grown as a group that many people can 
hardly realize that the faculty has had to keep up w~th the growth in 
at t endc1nce . There are even member., of the present faculty , and several 
of the emeriti, who have never seriously comprehendPd the rapid change 
in our faculty , 'rom a group of men and women who were lnrge ly middle -
aged and old to a very youthful assembly . Someone laughec , since my 
re tire me nt , when I said thc1 t I formerly knew by nc1 me every faculty 
child and knew a proxim;::itely how old he w, • It would t.::lke a sta tis-, 
' 
tician to do that now. One of the cleverest satires I have ever read 
deals with a Rom~n millionaire who gives ~ dinner to A host of people , 
I~rgely to impress them with his wealth . .1\mong other featu, es of the 
CTeal he h~s a trained slave to appear and read off , 1t tedious length , 
the vital statistics of the slRves of the estate : who has been boueht 
recently , who has died , the new births, the less desirc1ble ones who have 
been sold to other owners . I could not help thinking of th~t funny 
feature lnst night and actually wishing that we might h8ve just such a 
feature some times , to keep us all "on the ball" c1s to who we are . 
In spite of the unbelievable changes that have occurr d , I was 
impressed again with the friendliness and ease of manner of new and old . 
I shook hands with proba½ly a hundred pEople , many of them here for 
the first faculty dinner . The youngest member of the faculty seemed 
as friendly as th: old- timers . And I enjoyed looking around ~nd seeing 
how at nearly every tc1ble there WEIS a eenerous mixture of old and new . 
Mrs . Wilson and I were the very first ones to enter the Student Union 
Buildin~ , for we hnd planned to get there early to meet c1s many people 
as "Ossible while we were t pstairs . Almost immediately after we hAd 
hung up our coats , the procession began , even before we could sit down . 
Ip lorkirg over the list o ... tec1chers in the English dep1rtment , 
I have l::iughed , on severc1l occasions , when I remembered that Hrs . Wilson 
and I used to entertain at dinner in our own horm~ each year just before 
Christmas , and there was plenty of room at one table for all the teachers 
and the wives or husb8nds . Before I retired , we hcid had to break this 
do n slightly , by hc1ving wives and husocmds at one time , the single 
faculty members at another . I miss seeing the whole group at one time . 
It c-;oes not take a wise person to \mow thc.1t the problem of 
assimilRting the faculty is as great as adjusting to the huge student 
body . Though unity in the older sense is impossible , it certainly 
i s an ideal to respect and to cittempt . Kreisler , for example , seems 
as much a part o- the .faculty as one of our own product :. . In con-
( 
gratulAting him l~st night on his 8Chie 1ring his Ph . Ji ., I almost for-
got that he h3d not done his undergr.ldU8 te work here . You may not 
know it , but m3ny of his rPlatives lived riEht in the gener3l area 
of New Concord; he said last nir,ht th~t he sunpo ed thc.1t it was not so 
bRd , after all , for a fellow from the Jackson Purchase to get his 
docto'(ate , though thclt would have been a nine - d~ys ' wonder not too long 
ago . I immediately told him that I had been a pioneer by being 
the first A. B. from a reuutc1ble coll ege of those who grew up on the 
East Side c1nd still regc r ded it as home . One girl ~ho lived at 
I'idelity when she was a child had moved away yeArs before she finished 
her degree , in 1915, tht same year that I graduated at Indi8na . 
I did not tell him my fc1vorite story of the zeAl for education that 
seems inherent in that area . On the same night, not long before my 
father had to give up his practice as a physician, two boys were 
born to temint far me rs, down toward where Kentucky Lake is now . He 
h3d already been called to attend at one home when the call cc1me for 
him to coMe to the other . It was necessary to tele~hone across 
Tennessee River to a doctor who lived over toward Dover , Tennessee , 
to a t t e na the sec ona cc1 s e • And here is the odd ending of this story . 
Both boys grew up , grc1dua ted c1t New Concord High School , both attended 
Murr.:1y State College and gradua tea , both went on to do gr1duate work, 
and both are members of the faculty of Austin Peay State College at 
Cl-=irksville , proucl th.cl t they grew up where they held a chance or made 
one . I woulu never have known this story but for the proud telling of 
it by one of the boys , now in ec1rly middle age and distinguished . 
The one who did not have my f.:1ther told the story and said that he was 
sorry thc1t he hctd had some competition on the night of his earthly 
arriv,11 . 
Dr . Lee Francis Jones and I got to telling some of the younger 
group l qst nio-ht how d i fficult it used to be to ge t to commencements 
And other school affairs . I still doubt whether we were believed , 
especi~lly when we mentioned having to get to Morganto~m by bo,t or 
the combin~tion of trc1ins , c~rs , wa~ons , and walking that fin8lly got 
me to Sh~ron Grove , horth of Elkton , more than thirty years ago . 
Both Jones and I agreed that some of our finest audiences had been 
found in remote places , such as Ye~man and Shady Grove . We could 
not help remembering how big a part Raymond Gibson hc1d in te8ching 
in Grflyson County and hm'-' he hcis become , justly, one of our best . 
Not to ha,,e watched the development of such s"11lwarts as he would 
have made our lives as teachers far less rewarding . i·lhe n I went 
up to sht=1ke Kreisler ' s hand , he said that Gibson mentioned several of 
' us by name and took some time to explain to Kre 1.Sler ' s committee just 
who and what we are . It hc1 s be en worth going , by any means of 
tr~vel , to re~ote and out - of- the - wc1y places where such fellows as 
((; ,bs o"'-) 
he have not been ash~me d to work and to make an oasis in wh8t could 
" easily helve been an intellectuc1l desert . 
r 
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Yesterday I drove out to ths Mc, lroy Farm to see wh'.'lt bir ds had 
found the water . There are some 250 acres of water , but not more than 
three dozen ucks . With cornfields covered with water ~11 around us , 
there would be no especial reason why ducks should come to the two 
lakes that I have studied so long , for the lowest portions of these 
depressions havE not been cultivated since 1961 and can offer no source 
of food except around the edges , where the w1'\ter is beginning to 
cover fields that were in corn in 1963 . In the fifty - two years since 
my first visit to the McElroy Farm, in early April , 1912 , a good many 
things h~ve h~ pened to change the attitude of people in general toward 
my ho1Jby . There is as much difference in this attitudP AS there i s 
between my knowledge of bircs , especially water birds , in 1912 and in 
Gradually , over the year, , most people have come to appreciate 
birds find to take an interest in e 1 en the ones that are not game birds . 
Htmdreds of peonle whom I Lnow take great prid E in the birds that come 
to their gardfn5 and yards and feeding stations . Men whose fathers 
would h~ve snorted like a scared horse at the very idea of loving birds 
now have up bird houses and boxes ~nc lose no time in beginning a con-
versation about THEIR birds , taking a sort 01 proprietary interest in 
the ones that come to feed or to nest in their yards . 
This change in nttitude has come about because 0.1. :l gooc m.;1ny 
events . Some of the ones who now love birds got some very elementary 
but quite valu:1ble lPssons in bird study in the grcides ; some came into 
contact with bird lovers and found them harmle~s , ~t le~st, if not some-
whc1t interesting . It was not nece csarily true that bird-lovers .were 
sissies; th~t helped the doubtful ones to accept birds a little more 
reE'ldily . When I was in my final gradu~te work at Indi.;1nci University , 
Winifred 1 s teacher, in Elm Heights School , had heard of my interest 
I 
in ornithology ~na invite A me to address the P . ~. A. of the school . 
After my speech the principal s:1iL , quite frankly, that I had ID8de the 
first speech Or'l birds th..::it he h~d ever heard tt,_,t was not a lot of 
sentiment:11 stuff . He added that he c o~ld see whRt a fine hobby I 
hcia . I liked his frc1nkness and h'1ve treasured his comments , even 
thou~h I have f ergot ten hi~ name . 
Many times I have enjoyed beinE' called 11The 3ird Man." One 
little girl , the daughter of Police'llan Penders , c~lled me , after I 
had snoken at her school here , 11Mr . Bird . " It has become a sort of 
rigmarole for me to introduce myself to land - owners where I wanted to 
study birds as "The bird man. " Fortuntltely , it has rarely tci~en any 
' 
extra time to explain further , especially in recent year~, for-most 
people know th8t there are such queer ducks as gro\.'n men who study 
birds , not t o c:1nture or kill them but to know theM in the out-of- doorso 
It has been a gre.:1+- source of what you may cf:111 vanity to have sever.:11 
farmers who h:=.d ·1ot known me to recognize me bec·=mse I had spoken to 
the school where they h~a children enrolled or h3d appeared before 
the Pomemakers ' Club or the 4 .... H Clubs to which thi::ir wives or children 
be] onge r" . I wish I could he~r the word pi ture th1t some of them 
must h..::ive p.:1inte <\ o" the short , fc=1t , old man who appeared .;1t the clubs 
and t~lked about birds enthusiastically . I h'-lve often S.:lid th'.'l t the 
use 01 "The Bird Man" sounded best when it was s,dd by the mcln whom I 
found at his still . He opened the converscition by saying , " I guess 
you wonder what I am doing; I ' m m.:iking myself some whiskey ." I 
very eagerly sciid thc1t I was not looking for him oY his still . "No , 
I know you; you .::ire That Birc Man o 11 Joe Allen Bryant , who was with 
me , still quotes th.:it conversc=1tion and adds that neither h e nor I 
felt too safe until we had got on the other side of the sandstone ridge 
from the still and its owner . 
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In the summer of 1961 , as I wrote in my diary for that ye;n, I 
rere 1d all o~ Henry David Thvreau 1 s writings that were published in 
his lifetime and shortly afterwards , and even dipped into his volumi-
nous journc~ls . In c1ddition , I read or rere~d 8 number of the numerous 
essc:1ys ,ma whole books that h..ive been written about him. This wc1s 
primarily to form a background for my 1nnu8l address to the English 
Club, to be given in October , 1961. The suggestion came to me because 
c e. "I. i e. ., ., , ·a. 1 ~ r ti,~ 
thElt school year marked the~end of Thoreau ' s short but rich life , 
Since he died on May 6, 1.862 . Miss Richards and others thou;ht so 
much of the paper that I gave then that it is still being called for 
by women ' s clubs and by Mrs . Anne Ford Lcrn , who h;:is had me to speak on 
Thoreau twice already to her classes in American Literature and who 
has ask~d me to return tomorrow to speak to her combined junior 
classes . Asking me to speak a½out Thoreau is about like s~ying 
ttThe Woodburn Lakes" or 11Mc1mmoth C;:ive m:i t ional Park. " 
Last fall, when I spoke to the Freshman Colloquium, no part of 
my discussion of a student ~s reading seemed to get more attention and 
more after ~quqstioning th8n my c1ccount of WALDJN and how the book came 
into my life . Several students asked rermission just to handle the 
book that had found me as a boy in remote Fidelity and h~d been 
worn pretty b~dly because it hc1s been read and reread so many times . 
BY request of Robert Hill , one of my m.c1jors , who now teaches English 
at Lino sey Wilson College, I gave this same "The Scholar I s Leisure 11 
at a con,focation of the college , early in Febrm1ry , 1964. That little 
book c1gain attrc1cted attention . I think it was rather surprising to 
many students , there and here, that a full - grown man , even an old one , 
would admit to having loved a book as children love their favorite 
doll~ and toys . I never took the volume to bed with me , so that I 
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might fee 1 th8 t it had transported me away to Halden Hoods , .but I 
often had it in my h9nds or my rocket as I walked in the woocs near Fide±-
ity . Thorou~hly aware of Thoreau ' s f9ul t s and his somewhat unbe -
l i ev~ble aloofness , I h,ve come to reg:1rd him even more highly than I 
did when I fairly worshiped him. A feel that an intelligent worshiper 
i s to be commended far more than a blind one . Seeing Thoreau in his 
own times and the fascinating history of the Thoreau cul t makes him 
stand out as one who dared to be wh:1 t mElny of us prec1ch c1bout but cto 
not dare to be . A r1.;:i ke r of wise cr8 cks many ye c1rs ago said , "I like 
(Y 
t he rooster because henq.!i crow and spurs to back the crow up with . " 
I\ 
Certainly no American writer assumes a crowing attitude more oftFn 
than Thoreau ; he appar~ntly loveJ to pretend a hc1ughty superigrity 
to humanity , only to luxuria t e in the pr esence of some simple , quaint , 
even i~nor"'lnt I ~dic1n or French- C~nadic1n woodchopper or f i shermfln . 
I n maney-:raluing Concord of the 1840 1 s , when Henry was living out at 
Walden Pond , it would have seemed to nearly everybody that it woul( be 
a disgr8ce th8t the most memorable lifetime spent in their arec1 was 
th8t of their villRge h8ndymnn , huckle~erry hunter , fisherman , philos-
opher , their Rip Van Winkle with a H:1rvard degr ee . 
It h~s been my ages of teaching Thoreau to students here that 
have ripened my views from bland acce ptc1nce to critic8l appreciation. 
In the earlier days I know that I f ollowe r1 too of ten the pose of Tho-
re au when he c1 is da ine a hl~man i ty . But , as I ~rew older , I found th~ t 
this wc1 s a nose in Thoreau and ever so much more in me . My students , 
my daily csntact with all sorts of people , and my much longer life 
have proved , to me , at least , that Thoreau wears well , even in a much 
more complex soci ety, in an c1ge when the wisest ones are beginning to 
mElke real some of T~oreau •s suggestions about pr eserving fo i all 
time some of our nc1tive wil dness , seeing to it that the future genera -
tions ccm know as we have known t ne thrill of the woods c1nd streams . 
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This afternoon I went up to the campus to attend to some business 
connected with the research grants thnt h~ve been given to e . 
I was there , I met Miss Richnrds , who introduced me too~ or her 
Journalism students , who, by the way , is doine an article on Dr . 
While 
r.oulder , who aid his first two college years here . The conversation 
turneo to mr- orable things in college , ana the young man spoke of 
his numerous t achers at Wagoner High 3chool , our to rmer students , and 
some of the individual times that they somehow opened up and told 
r-ibout western and their early days here . Those unconscious talks 
set a pattern of think'ing , he thinks , that broupht him and many of , 
his clnssmrites here to college . It would have done you good to 
see the gleam in that boy ' s eye when he told how he knew about all the 
older teachers befc t e he had ever set foot on the campus . 
That starte me to thinking about memorable things th~t just 
»hgppened " in some of our early days here . L0 ng before we students 
h~d achieved our hi h- school education, though already old enough to 
vote , we had unconsciously formed an opinion of what even graduate work 
wc1s and would be for us , we hoped . A ch1nce remark some day in 
class opened doors that we later found to be real and , because of 
that rem~rk , wide open for us . As I have said so often , it was no 
accident th~t I felt at home at IndiAna University from my first 
days there , for Professors Mutchler , Linnam;:in , ,nd Stickles had 
introduced the college to me , in the main unconsciously . 
~hough Professor Strahm was sometimes childish and temperamen tal , 
as musicians in those d~ys were supposed to be, and were , consequently , 
forgiven far too oftrr , his first series of musical progr3ms sti 1 
stand out in my memory . Two fine progr~ms were given in the late 
fall of 1910 , the first year Mr . Str~hm was here . I was a member of 
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the Or1torio Society from the d~y it was organized thBt full and soon 
was le,uning some of the best music in the world , in contrast to the 
inc1ne stuff thcit Professor Gebhart had tc1ught us when I first came 
here . Among other things on thc1 t progriun wc1 s an arrangement of 
Offenbach ' s 11Barcc'lrolle " from T;;J.ES o:- HCF::-'H\N . Our choral grouu , 
made up of students , fE1culty members and / or their wives , and loc.:11 
musicirms , really did a cre o i bble rendition of that number . We 
had a soloist from Nashville , who gc1ve us a glimpse of whAt good 
music was . H,rny of the students unconsciously went c1way from those 
two programs "sold" to good music for life . Some years later , after 
more and more of these musical programs and the mu~ic~l numbers on 
our annual entertainment series , some ol d- time favorites came here 
advertising their reco1 dings on some new type of phonogrc'lph . After 
a long ch~pel , in which they sang with their recordings or c'llone , some 
of my students asked to say something before class beg<'ln . I have 
always wished that I had hc1d a recording of their comments on the 
cheAp , empty , silly stuff that they h1d formerly fairly wor Sh ipGe and 
had grown away from without knowing it for sure . But hearing these 
third-r~te singers again suddenly convincPd them th8t they h1d begun 
to rrov up and th1t they were glad to say that they loved cl~ssic 
music , even though they used to 1eel it was a little too deep for them. 
So much of the speaking in our early days was so flamboyant and 
wordy that it took us a long time to recognize the value of such plain , 
even homely , eloquence as Dr . KinnRm8n could use on occasion. By 
degrees we came to recognize in his simple but li t ernry talks at 
chapel a wisr'om, a commendable call to big living that tmy one could 
appreciate . Too mony of our visitors assumed that only arm-slinging 
and "horning the ground , 11 as one of our t eachers C<'llled such eloquence , 
would reach us where we s.-1t in our ignorance . I well recall the 
morning the visiting preacher struck a pious air anc , in his " thus 
saith the Lord " c1ttituae , declared that all public colleges were hotbeds 
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of c1the ism. His home-gro,,m eloquence fell pretty flat, and he has 
never been back to this city . The pr eacher in whose church that 
~pell-binder was conducting a meeting was about the sickest-looking 
man I ever saw at our chapel . Bv degrees we students and f:1culty 
begr1n to discuss what the speakers h,1d said r3ther than the antics 
used to attract attention and the cheap , tawdry , often r i $ 1u e jokes 
they told as if they were expected to . I wve always resent ed the 
speaker who r€g~rds his aunience as something beneath contempt . 
It hcis done me good to see r~c,t SO><te c{ our m1jor speakers , in any 
kind of audience , h3ve in recent years talked ~ore as man to man . 
The coming of the radio has cut c1 pretty wide swath throuo-h our 
progr;:ims, out I have been pleased to note the incr ease in t h.-= civerage 
( 
qucility of the plays and other progr81!1S that Western has had in recent 
It is still true that live programs canoe interesting , that 
even the most devoted TT- gazer loves occasionally to look Ci~ectly 
upon hum::in features . Through the years we had some rather good 
plays , some of them outstanding , but they had a way of being mixed 
too much with Broa dwciy stuff th::i t seemed a little too cynica 1 and 
risque for our college . I have often s~id my say about these things , 
for I thinlc I know some of the ordinary feelings oh1 o14j cur av1:rage 
client Fl€ . MY wife 1 s brother , who had seen the origin~l comp:1ny 
plc1y cind sing C inCl lEL , pronounced our rendition cit llestern when he 
J 
wcis visiting here , cis better in most places thcin the o:riginRl company ' s 
and far ahead o~ the movie and Little Theater versions . I re gArd 
that cis high praise indeed , coming from a seasoned the~ter- goe r and 
fr rink er it ic . I still believe thclt , rcidio and TV to the contrary 
notwi thstclnd ing, our students need progrr-1Ms , and c1 good many of them, 
in the flesh . Their attitude towcird cictual b:111 gc1mes shows how much 
they st ill like to be with their programs and not merely hci ve them 
on the ciir or on a screen in their rooms . Th'- " snoken word " is still 
active in our somewhat over- entertained world . 
' . 
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On riday, March 20, I went up to the Trai ing S~hool, at t e 
request of Mrs • .Anne 'ord Law, to repeat my Thoreau lecture to her 
juniors . In all my numerous appearances before Training School 
groups I beli ve thAt this one was th most enthusiastic . Ordi.nnrily 
you night think that juniors in hi h school rarely shov.1 c1ny apprecia-
tion for anythin so ''squar " as a college pTofessor . But the at-
tention was perfect; n ver did v none eye of the cro~ded room turn 
aside to~ard anythin but th speaker . I found the children not only 
att ntlve but very resp nsive to what I had to say : they could see the 
rid ' culous sides to Thoreau ' s life as well flS lhe more esti1JU1 Jl ones; 
they enjoyed his somewhat unex e c tea re marks on his de ·:it hbe a; 'they 
found his falling in love with his brother ' s sweetheart ana being 
rejected "?y her, as she h3d already rejected John Thoreau , almost as 
intriguing as a movte plot . The applause that I got fairly raised 
the ceiling . 
Then , after the speech was over , and it was time for a break b ... -
tween classes , practically every chiH1 in that room came by to speak 
to me , to tell me his name, and to thnnk me for coming . Since two 
thir"s of the children were the children or grandchildren or great-
grancchildren of people whom I have known for most of my fifty-five 
years here , th1t added another interesting color to the day with 
the juniors . I was pleased to remind just about everyone of my having 
known his fR'llily for a long time . I complimented Mrs . Law, after the 
chiJdren hnd gone out of the room, on the perfect order an· attention; 
she was proud to say that discipline problems just did not exist in that 
class , that the children were in nos nse showing off their good manners 
for a special occasion. I think that her own firm , symp11thetic · .. •ay 
with the children is probably the rea.on for the small amount of time 
necessary to secure the proper conduct of the children. 
l 
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James Carpenter , for whom I have a great a al of re spe1 ~, accom-
panied me up to Mrs . Law ' s roo~ on March ?0 and thus hrld time to talk 
~ little about the school and its prospects . He is, as you know , not 
altogether hc1ppy , for he feels th..1t some of our faculty doubt the 
wi sdcm of a training school as such . He w:=is quite eJlatea at the 
recent announcemGnt of the prospect for a new pl 8nt in the Urb:m Re -
ne·val area and felt that that scotched the rumors that have been 
floating around for years th.1t the Tr1in lng School would fold up . 
Cne of the things we h~d time to tnlk about a little wns the 
connections between the college and the trc1ining school . I told him :, 
that I hgd always felt thgt the critic teachers should be res1 cnsible 
for the methods courses requireJ of elementary mRjors and that the head 
of er-tch major department in the training school should offer the 
coUJ"se r equired of all second8ry majors . He 1 ike d th.1 t, but the 
bell rang at that moment , and I had to go get 1·eady to make my address . 
It woulc be a blind man who did not see that the Training School 
ao~s need some serious attention . m not skil:ea eno~gh in organ-
ization to sAy just what i~ ne€'d('d , but I hate to he r , 1s I often ( o , 
a cefe;:itist ~ttitud on the part of the teachers over th€re anc 1 ss 
often from the p1rPnts o: the children in the school o S~veral parents , 
p-obably th ' nking that I h1ow A great draJ. more than I do abcut the 
setup , hc"lve asked me a lot of questions that I just h~d to turn down 
bec1use of y ignor1nce . rothlng floors me quite so quickly , on any 
subject , as for someone to bob tp , unexpectedly , and s ., , " Is it true 
that ? 11 .1'no , nin times out of t n , I do not know what is behind the 
auestion be·n~ asked; it mirht be that I a b lrg bail e. t'o I try to 
be kind , but I certr1lnly do not go out on a 1 · r1b . ~ome very definite 
pu½lic Account of the plans for the tra·ning schocl , hat is , some more 
besid s the ones already printed , vould not hurt anyoody . 
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TH- IvTTPCI':'' ACADT"MY O" SCIE'CE 
Pi.:'ty yPc1r~ arro the Kfntuck:· .Academy of Science was orgnriz"d . 
This year the society is cele~rating its half a century of life by 
nubJ.ishing a rother good-sized history o: scient.i.fic achievement in 
Yentucky before 191 1 , 'be year of its orgRnizat.i.on, and since then . 
rpverA::.. membors of our faculty are hc:pLng work on this :::pecial rd.ition 
of tile T:lAN..,.\CTIC!~o. Dr . LQnc~uter is a Me ber of the centrAl planning 
comMi t tee and is i;ilso wor~ing as a co-chc1 irman of a conmi t tee to writ 
about the achievem~nts in bicloeical sciences ~ince 1914. I am one 
of two--the other being Dr . ,lfred Brauer of the university of Kentucky--
to present the biologist~ p.ior to 1914. !~ particular job is some-
' 
what small, excepL for my invcstig3tit)ns in ornitholoey; there was ~ust 
not a great deal one in this fi ld until l,tely. I h~ve worked 
a lot lately on the two Lru1t intermediate ornitholoeists, that is, 
in the middle p riod between Audubon I s time anc the 1900 ' s: Charles 
W. BeckhAm and L. Ctley Pindar. ~n fact, I had prcp~red a rElther full 
pr:iper on the two c1t the request o!: Dr . Roger H. Bqr )our , the editor 
of the rubl ic::i t ions of the Kentucky Acaderiy; he Asked me to combine 
this s tuC:y ,1i th the ln rge r one . 
In the mflr.y yef!rs that I h,we 'been a member of the ac::idemy I h~ve 
not often h8d a chance to attend meetinvs , ~ut I greatly enjoyed the 
ones thcit I c'lttended c;lnd feel thc1t this is a group that ought to be 
better knovin to our own faculty . Though there hElve been some unfor -
tunate harypenings occasionally , ordinflrily the society moves c1long in a 
truly scientific WflY , worthy , dignified , solid . I can trulY say that 
I have heard some of the grec1test lectures of my wholelife from speakers 
at its meetings . Slowly , some of our science te~chers who have hsTdly 
recornized its existence Jre becoming members . 
in gettirg some of the younger t9achers to join . 
I hRve oeen instrumental 
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Mfl tthew Arnol , while c ontempl~ ting the qm~ int, old - fashioned 
customs of the monk~ at the Grand Chartr use , felt that he was out 
of nlace: 
11standing between two worlds; one dead, the other powerless to be born . 
Though not often so pessimistic as the poet , I have often found myself 
almost overwhelmed with the world that I have had to adjust to and then 
adjust again and again . Thus far, half through my seventy- sixth year , 
I halfway believe that I have usually adjusted fairly well . It has 
taken almost as much energy to adjust as to keep the blood flowing in 
its proper chf!nnels . · Just about everything has changed so markedly 
f 
th1t a rereading of my oldest diaries--even those only half-o1 
makes me feel that surely the events I set down so exactly and so 
dully just could not h~ve hanpened in one lifetime . In some ways 
the fanaticism .:=ind ill-adjustment of World Wt1r I times seem much 
farther away th.9n my own childhood . Could we ~~ve been so short-
sight d? How far we seem to h..1vP come since then ! M8ybo my con-
stnnt review of my childhood as I have written my more than 1500 
"Tidbits" has kept thnt time from growing dim and from seeming like 
someone else ' s lifetime . If I should ever decide that some one 
brief period of this long 1 ife of mine , c1nd th:1 t only , is the "oe st 
possible thing for me and for humanity in gene rc1l , 0 a ig the grave and 
let me lie . 0 
Since I entered what the world might ca 11 old age , I find that I 
may not be as nervous about keeping up ns I sometimes was in middle 
and earlier life, but I am in no sense trying to harden into old age . 
I also fee] that I sometimes am nble to adjust to ever newer thiogs 
far more readily th~n I was when I was quite young . In those far- ~way 
d::iys I probably felt that I knew most of the answers , anyway , and 
( 
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was to be forgiven for not t~king some of the changes in stride . 
Proba~ly nothing so helps with a crisis as the memory of one th8t went 
before . Whitti"'r, in An essay about "The Fish I Didn ' t c~tch," 
sreaks o: his he9rtbre~k when his h~ndsome fish , just AS he was showing 
it to his uncle, fell b~ck into the water . He was too young ~s a 
i,rew F.ngl:;md boy to have had very m~ny experiences tbat somehow teach 
us; therefore, he says th,;1 t the child sees his marble ro:bl away , cmd 
the whole solid earth re / ls away with it ; or the doll ' s nose is broken, 
and the very foundations of the earth seem overwhelmed . In my old 
age I fear most of all a time when I will not care whether the lost 
marble can be found or the broken doll replaced by another and better 
one . 
( 
The little world of Fidelity , a smA 11 cosmos ln its elf , contained 
all the types of joy and sorrow; I was just not experienced enough to 
und ers t;:ind . The thoust=md people vihom I knew before I left Fidelity 
constituted a cross section of humanity prob80ly as surely as any 
mhere were very poor and fairly rich , desperately 
ignorant and r ea sonabl f liter3te , unmoral and Puritanically ri;id , 
young and olc , black cmd white, and all the other on~osi te types . 
All of them cc1me to see my father , the country doctor ; all of them 
cc1me to the country stores at :Fidelity; all , ultim:1tely, C8me to 
rest in Fidelity Gr,weyc1rd or some smr:illish burial plr:ice like it . 
B1indid by boyishness, I did not alwc1ys see that my little community , 
like Thoreau ' s Concora , contained in littlf the whole creation . It 
took some years awc1y from thst little world to see it in perspective . 
In the intermediate years it ;.1as some times hard to know hm·1 to regard 
Fidelity or any other spot on the face of the earth. 
my fAmiJy almost completely because of distance c1nd lack of money to 
vi~ it of ten , I hnd to find c1 solid spot where I could fee 1 as hear the 
sun c1s I sometimes felt on my lor"'" , lonely walks in the Fidelity kiills . 
( 
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Somehow I seemeLl to ](no1 , ':?Ven the driy I rode away on the train 
to start my educ ~tion , thAt Fidelity r=is my home WEIS now to be a memory . 
Sometime fl , when I would awake in the night , in r:iy bo.1rding place , 
and miss the famili~r ceiling of the office building where I had spent 
my las~ years on the farm , I would feel lort or bewilder rt must 
have been when Avis an" I boi rded the train at Bloociington , ·ndiana , 
in late Jc1nuary , 1918 , -:ind headed back to Bowling Green that I first 
felt that here was my niche for sure , here was the newer Fidelity that 
would dom·n~te my whole existence . It was ni -rht when we t.'lrrlved , 
and the next day showed us how fro~en-1hp every thine; Wc\S ; but, whe n 
I climbed t he Hill and found my ol d fc1mili ar quc1rte r s , even though I 
had been away a few mo~ths, I knew that I wa~ at home . Str .. ly , 
I was never exactly homesick in my early ye:nrs away from my at:tu-91 
home ; prob1bly my very busy life kept me from pining fol' ,,hat had 
been; probably a fec1r of ~olding up and roinr b3ck home made me stick 
to my purpose to be brAve . Vfuen we went b~ck to Indinna to finish 
my A. H., in 19?4, ana especially when we went bnck to rem~in until I 
had all of my Ph . D. course work behind me , I felt a homesiclmess 
that I woula woul'i have laughed at in my stud nts or myse l f before I 
h-:id found my own plr.ice . Gordon , ,Tunior , was a small boy imd could 
be quite hgppy with his mother and sister and playmates in the daytime , 
but , when night came en , he would often cry and want to go back to 
hi s "white home ," his childish name for our house Rt 1434 Chestnut . 
Sometimes I had to dig my nose into a book or grab a sheet of paper 
c1nd fairly shove it into my typewriter to keep from joi11ing witl1 hi m 
in a sorrm1:'ul longing for my whi te home . 
row Fidelity seems like a strange green i sle in a quiet sea ; 
my other r'lbid ine ,...1., ce s also seem beam tiful enoueh in their wa., 'Jut 
no longer sources of longi.ng for somethine more abiding . The , 1 ~ce 
where I live nnd h..::ive so lonr, lived --the town , the school , the su rround -
ings-- ho~ satisfying ! "Horne is the SRilor , home from t he sea , 
And the hunter home from the hi)l .n 
I 
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We c1re just back from the Academic-Athletic Building c1no Joe 
Downirg ' s exhibits . I 1m fnr too ienorrint to h.c1 ,e any opinion about 
hif: work, but getting to see so many of the people whom I have knovm 
was a gre,t event . Some I h~d positively not seen for forty years . 
As we strayed around and looked--or didn ' t look--at the c~nvases, if 
that is what they are called , we renewed old times . One of the first 
people I met was the for~er Ruby R~y, who was one of the young girls 
in my Sunday School ciass that I taught at Broadway Methodist Church 
in 1910. Ltts of th middle - aged group were students of mine in the 
1920 1 s ; I got to meet several of the younger generation who are here 
in college , for their •pnrents took this opportunity to see 4- " :X-
hibits and visit son or dauehter . Any occasion that brings 'so many 
people together in the interest of Western is a "ood one . Just how 
much we le1rned c1bout modern art I do not kno,..,; what we le;:irned about 
good hum~n relr1tionshi-ps is gre:it , ven though no actuc1l grade ccin 
be m~ae out for us . 
( 
It seems t,yme, when we get together , th..-:it lots of people hunger 
for the intimate con tn cts that m~de you and ma de me and made just 
about everybody else . For example , Mrs . Russell Frc1 zier , of .amonton, 
-whose son is a freshm1:1n here , broufht him around to introduce to me . 
£he And I got to reminiscing , especially about her early days as Mrs . 
Frazier o In one of the \/orld War II years I rode a bus to Edmonton 
to give the commencement address for ... "\u.ssell Frazier 'but could not 
get a bus out of there that night or until late the next day. Russell 
and his wife drove me back to '"' - 1 sgow . Somehow, on that eighteen- mile 
trip , there developed among us three a warmer touch than I h.c1d ever 
had before , thoueh I had taueht Russell and lots of his relatives . 
Wit got to ta1king about some of the deeper realities and discovered 
that the rest of us had hqd the same questionings . Ji nd t ha t ma ke s 
/ 
( 
Some years ~~o , when we met at the 
wedding o~ Russe· 1 1 ~ niece , the othe r s of the crowd must have thought 
t hat I was some long- lost relative , for we grreted e3ch other , as we 
felt , like the best of fri~nas . I hope thnt we did no t detract any 
from the wedding reception thnt was in progress . These strange but 
warm connections t~t develop in college are part of the curriculum to 
me and always have been. 
How great it is to have a flne place like the A- A Building in 
which such ½ig events can take place ! As we get adjusted to t , 
we will more and more find it the cer.ter of the b_ig school as the old 
Van 11cter auaitorium was so long the center of the smaller school . --
When we first r,ioved to the Hill , the new auditorium felt huge · and 
' scary as compAred with the compc1ct little one at the foot of the hill . 
Besides , the acoustics were very bad ; as a result , we fe l t cold and 
out of plRce . I have never forgotten how we met at the pr eslcent ' s 
house .:1nd plqnned some 11spont3ne i ty ," which was no !!lore or less spon-
taneous thAn most of our spcntAneity. However , it w1s bgdly needed . 
\lhether we were heard or not , we spoke and tried to cree1te a feeling 
of aa:u~tment to the new place . The spirit of the occasion r~ther 
than the high-flown rhetcric seemed to work some s t range cures for our 
all- gone feeling . Never again did we feel so out of Pl9ce , so 
like a few pe~s in~ mighty big gourd . \fuen we h~d pu)lic progrAms 
that packed the big new auclitcriPm, we felt that we had arriven . 
Within a few montl , f specially nfter something was done to improve 
the cave - like sounas that speakirg created , we rose to the occasion 
and naoe our chapel even better than it haf been in the smaller , more 
c< mp1 ct aua i tor ium c~own the hL .. l o How small the Y2,n Heter Hall looks 
now , \Ii th V'iou-rh students and racul ty to fill it comfortably alm.os t 
four times and still have room for a few cheer- leaders or a small band ! 
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Prep1r8tion of Our Faculty 
C8rl Krsisler as our newest Ph. D. (or Ed . D. ) starte me to 
thinking ~bout the educational qualifications of the !~~1ty in older 
days . When most of our students· were still working on their high-
school subjects , a person with Rn A . 3 . degree seemed about as learned 
as 8nyone could be . I am sure that not one student in a dozen h1d any 
cle~r idi:ia of whRt it me.:mt thrit Drs . Mutchler and Kinn8man held the 
Ph . fi . degree from grec'lt universities . It has always been so easy 
in th j :; to'\>m for just anyone to b@ called Doctor thf-1 t it would be h.1 rd 
to convince some of t1e old-timers in the city itsel~ that there were 
., 
not many members of trie Op:den frrnulty o:1nd mciny local clergymen who h...1d 
' 
acquired a doctor ' R degree . Tl1nt very nttitude kept me from ever 
showing my Ph . D. diploma except to the very few who ever asked to see 
it . I ~ramed it to keep it from getting wrinkled or soiled and then 
set the frame inside r.iy storeroom, with the fc1ce ,.gnins t the wAll, 
to keep the glass from getting broki:in and to keep the diploma from 
beine seen . ThAt sounds silly, I i=im sure, but ti ere. '·''3S no ec"lrthly 
reAson why it should be exposed; if I had been a pharmacist, it would 
have been necess8ry for the gener;-il public to knm11 that I wcis not a quack 
c1nd for the din1om,'.:l to be or view . A gre1~ chRnge has come over the 
generBl nubl ic as education hgs widened its scope , so that now hur.dreds 
of peol'lle understand wh;:i t grcidur:i te work is a 'Jou t where only an occa -
s ion~l one 1.-·ould hRve l<nown , back in 1908- 1910. 
iew things in our college have improved faster and more effectively 
that the advanced degrees of our teachers . The re was a time when 
lots of stud<-'nts would have begun to belittle any Ph . D. unless he was, 
at the same time , quite popular among good and bad students alik . 
Many people seemea to think that one 1 s popularity Bas the sole test ci 
his knoviledge . You v.now that I have Rlways felt that a true scholar 
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is , or must 1Jecome, known Etnd respected by people whose o· lnions 
matter . Anc I can think of no group whose mpintons meHn more, ulti-
mately , th-=m thf serious , upperclciss students of c1 college . '3Ut to 
be 11·mped into a mi~cellrineous group of teachers with and without any 
evitence of h8ving acquired some t3ngible knowledge sometimes was rRther 
galling . If the faculty when I came here h8d apnlied for ad~ission 
or ~dvqnced stRnding in stribdRrdized colleges , probably half would not 
hqvP got more th~n two yeRrs of college credit at best , and several 
woult1 not even h::1ve been admitted . Th8t sounds harsh, but it might 
p~y some investi6 1to:r to look over the whole group some time to see 
whether I am unfair . Cf course , there was a great group , first and 
last , who c1me and wen,t; these often constituted the ones who · hc1d the 
let'ls t actual col leg J.cy t.\. , and they were of ten the ones who tried most 
often to 11wow" the college . In 0eing so plain- spoken I ~m not dis -
counting the sterling chC:1 rac t er o-f' some of the te c1 che rs who h::i d only a 
small group of cre( i ts but religiously taught to the best of their 
abil i ty and tried to get more actual training as they could afford to 
pay for it . There was ~ time when "sr'"cial student" sounded rc1ther 
bie to mc1ny of us , who did not unde ra t;,nd that that term was most 
often used to ne~n th9t the student was admitted to courses or to 
collages without the necessary b8ckgrounds . Probably most of us 
thou'7ht th~t it me~nt " private r-r ... il ," .:1s , in older times , great 
c1rtists or musi"i;ins would h,;1•1e their special students of this 2ort . 
In 191'1, ~ust after I hc1d graduated from Indirirn~ rniversity , I 
was ·1isiting in my wife 1 s home ; the r e I found a cataloeue of what was 
then called Memphis Corference I-'em:1le Insti tute , a so- c9lled college . 
As a matter of plain curiosity , I begAn to study the qualifications 
of the various teachers , some oi whom were quoted as Holy \~it by the 
Methodist g i rls who had attended ~ . C. F .I . Not n single teacher had 
c1 mcister 1 s degree , and precious few tIBd an honest - to- goodness bnche1O:r 1 s . 
ThRt was one of my f i rst discoveries of how poorly trc1ined many 
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so-cnll a college feculties were . 
Please do not misunderstand me; I am not mBking fun of the people 
of that time who had chosen to follow teaching as a prof~ssion. But 
I do wish that there had not been so much noise made about the gr eat 
faculties when some of our high schools had begun to h;.-we be tter-
qualified fAculties than some of these aristocratic privAte schools 
that ~ere called colleges . As I helve said so many times, in these 
diaries an cJ in my colu'nn , some of the best teachers I ever had were 
only n-=irtly e 1 C!:lted in form:tl ways , but they were open- r1inded and alwiys 
l eArninf7 . Of the 55 teachers thRt I nltitDFtely h8d , probably n()t 
more th1n 30 had h~d any graou,te ,ork or not enoueh t o hold a master ' s 
degr • And , I must ,siy , the poor st tericher I ever h:::id was . a Ph . D. 
from one of the bir, Germnn universities . He micht hr:ive be en' a good 
aninAl trAiner for a circus or a eood v~let for a st~ble of Missouri 
mules , but he trented college student s as if they were less thc:m moronic . 
It took ninety-five ye"lrs of this cynicism to kill him, howei/c:. . 
his very cyn4 cism tau ht me more than I actually learned in his class s, 
and I c1m sure that I worked harder for him trum for any other tr acher 
in my hi h- school and undergraduate college days . Haybe I felt and 
feel toward him as lots of my fe l low- s tuden ts a t Wes te rn in the old 
days felt towArd the teacher who had degrees brt no humanity . 
\gRin and ~gAin , when people , even educated peonle
1
have belittled 
degrees , I h~ve reminded them of thQir o,n feeling when cnlling for a 
physici'"ln or surgeon or their ~o:.ng to a dentist . Im~gine a physician 
who ne~rly gr~du8 ted from medicnl schoo] ! Or imaP.ine, in our pre sent 
dciys , a cornfield lriwy·r who never saw inside a l~w school ! In Cal-
loway County live< , in my early youth , a home-erown doctor ;and nearly 
all the pri;icticing lciwyers were home -ermm. Go far as I crln r- ·ecnll, 
not one lawyer in Hurray h·,d actually gr~d'Ucl tea :'1·om law s choo1 , ny-
where . That was long aeo , and new times dem~nd newer thln Unless 
histo~y reverses it~elf, enphasis will still be on der,rees as well 
a~ on nfrsonal traits . I.. 
) ,. 
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Yec'lrs ago I be 1ym to re .:llize th3 t thE jOl•th hnd st ffe red from 
ignoring the middle period of its history . In the Revolutionary WBr 
period it hc1d borne a nobl e part , vith such stcilwarts as W;1shington , 
Patrick Henry, M<'lr ion , And hos ts of others; then Jeffers on had be en a 
giant in the whole period , typifying almost the very American idfc1 . 
To mcmy people whom I used to know , even pretty literate ones, the 
breed of gre.-.t men died out until the C .. vil War brourht Lee , Jackson , 
And other~ o~ their kind . Andrew Jackson seemed to have lost much of 
his greatness because he scqred So~th Carolina into submission and , 
' Appqrently , if he could have lived long enough, might conceiv~bly 
Not too mBny of the really grec1t men in the 
pre - Ci71l Wc1r years were recognized for t~ir greatness , partly because 
they were not agitators; and the fate of America seemed to be strife , 
with the hothe3ds in charge . We often hear of the "Lost Generationn ; 
too many times we have helped generations get lost by ifnoring great -
ness because it did not have the proper st~mp upon it . For ~-ilmos t a 
century, for example, literary critics ignored or put into a very low 
cate~ory the New York and Philadelphia writer~ , for Boston , at that 
time, was the culturnl cEnter and seemed able to say who should be 
noticed ~nd who should not . Cnly since I was a miac~c - aged m~n have 
scholars , even , come to recoenize the importance of m~ny writers of 
the e1rly a~ys or the Upited st~tes as c1 separate nation . 
As usu~l , this is a pqrable . Western must not allow itself to 
forp,et the influences that h8ve fil~~ and t.f.Jrt her . It is easy to 
say good things about the more obvious or spect<'lcular achievements of 
our college , for it hcis h~d its sh:ire . But we must not forget tbe 




who sought no nublicity , who felt that the clessroom was their field , 
who would not yield to the pressure to lure them elsewhere to t'laminis-
trntive jobs , who m~ae no very vocal effort to challenge the exodus 
from the classroom to t~e superintendent ' s office or the executive ' s 
chair . It is quite easy to recognize and write about our group who , 
in Browning ' s words , 11 t ook the eye .:1nd hr-1d the price . 11 But it is 
not yet 3t all possible to me,rnure the solid nchievemtnt of the tEncher 
who kept the classroom open , through three wars and a de pression , 
throurrh poverty and years of meager recognition . Some of us need no 
special attention , for we were born with the gift of gab nn6 can speak 
for ourselves . And some of us h.9ve done that very thing , ... pro11ably 
too often . If our lip;hts were under a bushel , we broufht them out and 
pllt them on a candlestick, .'.)t least ; c=1nd , sometimes , we may t"lave waved 
our litt]e ct=1ndles a bit too much . Meanwhile , less vocal nembers of 
our departments or our college as a whole h-=ive seemingly gone their way 
c1nd been all but loBt in the procession . 
Many times I hgve f:!Enticned Dr . Taff as an illustr~tion of a great 
m<ln whom few pEople ever found out . Part of this was due to his ex-
cessive modesty , his dete:rmination not to show off . But a great deal 
of it c:,n ·::ie traced to louder sp.:akers, who stole the show. \.'hen 
I think of the genuine le:1rning, culture , and character that T~ff 
illustrated every cay of his unassuming life , I just wish that more 
people had , like me , broken the shell of his modest life and got a 
lock- in on his real self . In re~ding about the pioneerr, I fear that 
v1e get a ricture of self- assertiveness , of arrogance, of pertness , 
such ~s cert1inly were ch~racteristics of :1 lot of the 1 te pioneers 
whon I b1ew . The r needed a lot of gall cina en .... ur~ncc to survive , but 
sometimes they kept tco much e~ll a:'ter the need for it h1d somewhgt 
?"lnished . p;oneering c,n be a gre~t experience; it c~n 1lso become 
a drag ron our better natures . ?he Hollywood ex~loitation of cer -
tain sides of pioneer lif e shows '1cth the gcod and the baa sides of 
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our eArlier lives , 1n~ tco m, ch of both. As a boy I resented the 
pioneer perkiness thgt refused to see any good in human conduct that 
did not refl€ct physical strength, even to the point of show- off . 
I was a victim of this arrogant , ignorant philosophy every time I 
associated with a lt:irge percentage of my own generr:ition . Since I 
cculd not lift hea~y weights, or t1rn handsprings , or stand on my head , 
or walk on y h nAs, I was a sissy , fit only to be sneered at , to be 
constnntly put into my place as not a regular feller . If 1 t h3d been 
just a type of boyi~h corduct , I could forget it and gl~dly ; but the 
br~ts often were very exc llent imitations of their pBrents . I wond~r, 
sc-metimes , " in the long w1tches of the night ," whether we have. not 
often , as a college, bden euilty of this same bad-boy attitua~ . It 
ti:ike s more th,:in 'ln aver a , ju ... nt to unc rs tand '!"\lee ding, thour,h none 
the less edic~tea , contributions to e"ucation ~na culture and mor3ls . 
Nothi~g does the average one o~ us any more good than rerspective . 
At t he t ime it is oft n inpo ... sible to estimate the value of what 
is silent and even elusive . Ye3rs l8t r it rn,y be possible to ~ake 
up with a s t~r t and realize how much some such per ~onl'lli ty me :-int . 
11I never knew the worth of him 
Until he died . 11 
In a l1rge p1rt of my grown-up yer:irs I hc1ve overgrown or overthrown 
my own innate d sire to hide out, to escape from the throng . I felt 
th8t this w~s necess8ry if I were to be a part of the world that I had 
delibPrRtely chosen as my own . He anwhile some of my col le agues, not 
any nore b~sic~1ly shy than I had been , kept up through lone lives 
the same child- 1 ike ha hit of runnine away from "booge rs . 11 In most 
cases I hRve felt contempt for these child-like grown- ups , but some of 
the mildest casPs h1ve always had my warmest symp1thy . If they h;1d 
put on a bold , b1d - ; An attitude , they would have destroyed their most 
lovable , most effective impression. That they lived and died with 
little reco~nition of their real ,rorth probably did not disturb them. 
t • 
.. 
March ~8 , 1964 
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ST' PLICITY .H: , SCPHI TIC, "I N 
A nu~ber of times rEcently I have found myself thinking about the 
cotitrasts between our pre sent student group ::ind those of other times . 
Since I am the Sc'lme person \•Jho grew up at Fidelity in primitive sim-
plicity , I mifht be excused if I l~mente , seriously, the ~assing of 
the Gooo Old Days . But that thoueht seldom enters my mind; if it 
doF~ , I recall at once the sights and smells c'lnd other unforgetb=1ble 
aspects of thP back- country times that I live, in . I n no sense do 
I find myself imapining that the solution to any problem is to ~o 
b;::ick ; that h:is c1lwrlys bfen an:::ithem:::i to me . 1,vhen some wild - eyed 
person-- Bible or some philosophical writing in hand-- begins t oellow 
c1bout returning to Tpis or That , I 1-mow that he is b:1sicc1lly 1insincere 
c'lnd th9t ,1h'-lt he is prec'lching is at best a failure to see our problems 
in terms of the time when we have to live . 
Gnce ,not long ago , an ~ derly man who sho¼s his senility every 
time he op ns his mouth , began to glc~i f y some of the practices of 
his and my youth . Since I happened to have been present c'lt some of 
the grec'lt events th8t he was deifying, I felt both amuc:ement and shame . 
At the time I best recalled , he h;1d sworn at the imbecility of people 
and thi.ngs in generr:il ; now those d:1ys seem glorified in memory . To 
my w2.y of thinking , nothing shows senility quite so much as this . 
If I h;::id heard him exalt something of his childhood , I mi~ht h~ve given 
him the benefit of~ doubt ; but I was there in the flesh in the great 
time9 he wgs t1Jking ~bout , 9nd I can recall th~t there was nothing 
at ci 11 spec ta cul:i r or me11or~ hle a bout what see ms to him 1 ike a slice 
of the Best Possible Life . 
Cf course, it is true th~t our students ~re different from the 
onfs I grew up wit 1 . To beein with , they .:1re younger by far Bnd hiwe , 
in the m~in , not h·:1d so much responsibility to meet . They may not be 
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as intensely interested in educAtion as we matur€ ones were , but 
it might give us oldsters a new view of things if we could _ind out 
what our elders were thinking of us , say , in 1910 . Here is something 
thAt mcmy gro-=1ners f'til to see: The typical college studf'nt o-1" today 
was born some twenty years aro , 1944. \lhy , I was fifty - six that yec=1r 
and h1d liver from t1llow- cc=1ndle days on . Ip tho~e twenty years I 
have owned only four c,3rs , with my habit of driving the same one -.s 
long as it is not a burden; in fc=1ct, t~o of my cars sp8nned sixteen 
of those twent~r ye,rs . Our students h:'IVE grown up , not merely since 
cc1rs c.::ime to be, but since r1ll sorts of modern improvements hc-1ve been 
Rdded to the usefulness--and the cost-- of C8rs . Hosts of thea"t hRve 
never JivFC1 , ~na m~my have never visitet , in a house where th~re was 
c1ny lieht except from electricity . ~ co1l - oil le1mp would b€' to many 
of them almoFt as Antiquated as a tillow candle . I O wrr:a er we who 
are even p~st fi ty sometimes wonder c1t the gre<'lt t nornnce oj the 
young"'t€rs , becc=1use they do not seerr. to underatand some o·" our horse-
~nd-bu y '~ys . 
Ynung people, I n.-=ive often remarked , often fail to understrmd thP 
signific:=inc€ of events in history or the status sym½o1 of ruober-tircd 
bu ,gies or the overwhelrc.ing solidness of a great ft'ltnily name . Frankly , 
why shoulL1 they? If only they coulc '"'ee that some o-: their own cher-
ished symbcls will seem quite cis ridiculous , 9nother fifty yea r s hence , 
as our symbol s now seem to them , they might in this wciy acquire some 
hi~torical ~ense and some human toler9nce . It is a rare person , 
yonn~ or oJ d, who can r1ccept the ol l - tir:r.ey fellov iJi th his old-timey 
clothes and langu-.ge an· still see how he might hRve been a great 
old boy in his a~y . In the nc1ture o~ things, the olcster who lives 
on into ever- nr.wer times must ~djust to the new things; rArely will 
the newer generations do much :::id justing . W~ lauP-h at Gr~ndpn; we 
would not lLke it if he 1-:iughed at us . Arie most grcindpas whose ·:,rain 
crlls do not b.::irden too eEuly accept the laugh at them and keep on 
trying to live now rather than a generc=1tion ago . 
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e B Ke lly, 
To~tors ind scri)ir tNrnin hsqcaches often use the word 
seizure . As a lifflcP victiT of this mnl~dy , I cqn testify that 
thAt is a rco t rm . Here I w:11 be,~or week at a stretch, feeling 
qs co~ as 1nycnP should feel; su cenly I ~ee dArcing Plitters before 
my eyes , the first ~Y rtcm~ of a mirr1ine , If I am ~here I can 
get to it , I take an aFririn-comp011nc tablft. Tne intense pnin I 
would otherwise hl'\ve is sht:r.tec off to one side , but I often have 
the qfter - e~frcts for a 1y or t, o , ever. to h9vine to walk with a cnne 
someti~ .. s tc kee~ from strnyin off the ~idewalks and proba,Jy er ating 
a 1 r,cn th.qt - have been drinktrg somethtrg stroneer tran br~nch 
w~ ti:r . nhen I re ,.,.-:i in my usur-1] ecod heal th fin ro a long c'ln indefinite 
time with no ~urther symp~ons . 
•~1t·rp, to me, is even crqicR]ly likP a migraine attA~ • For 
a lorp time I cqn be ':m.sy anil h.1Ppy ~na c~m flVPr: shun my tyr wl"i ter 
as if it ~rnt1ined somP ,hRrP1f11l nv01pic . '"hen an -:i .... ,<-·· comes n, 
<:ind nothi:rg w'l l ri,,e awgy the sei7,1,.,.e ·mt to writr . 1\nd , since 
vou , in 1 e~~ me nt , Rgr e0 tb~t I coul d u~e yot ,~ a sort of whip -
pinr bey for My outrourings , a l ~rge proportion of y Most r cent 
wrttirgs c1re a'0ressed to ;vou . An , as ~th r.iv miC"r'l · ne~ , these 
~-:ipes :m p-:iges of settin"' down thir.gs just as they come to me 
-.,rirr , relief th:=it sometimes l ·ists for months . But not even a 
srec~,11~t coul tell •h~n another att~ck m1y come on . s I was 
sh3vlr~ thiq morn~re -- the time when I often do my best thirktng--, 
I rer,i~terec a wi·h , ::ilmost a vow , that I wculd try to shun my type -
writ r when I felt, even re~otely , that I was driftin into actuA l 
s0nility . I woulo hate to keep on mrdr.ning yot1 with my stu:'f ~fter 
I h~d deielcpea 111 tpe il l s of old age . 
e lea r. in the Bible, in one of my ffl ,orite pasSM.'Ps , th.cit there 
is ··me for everythirg : a t ime d:o lat.gh and A t ime to cry , a time 
to sov' and a time to recip , c1 time to be busy c1nd a time to re~t . 
Ri now spring , ~n spite of the 22-cegree tflmperAture of lfl2t night , 
is At hnnd . S r·ng, especially the six weeks oegir.nir.e on pril 1, 
is tl-i timi: for seeinP. the hor de of migrnnt; and to subordina t e 
just a1:>out e rervthinP except eating anc sleeping to a search for the 
hird~ as they ~rrive . I C8me to the concJusion this mornir,g that 
this serticn cf my DI\RY TC T...,.1:Y had better stop , h~d better be laid 
Aside 1·ntil sur:n'Tlflr bring~ some more philoso'"'hic time~ , when it i s 
nearlv i~rcss "hle to rssi t my typewriter . It I Fhot11 l wri t e in 
~pril and May , I t"lir,ht ~ind yself se ttirr, down in this c iary such 
dry f1cts ~s th0 date of ~rriv~l of each of the 37 warblers that I 
h,q•re fc-,,n here or the Minute detEiil s nbout the daily leve l s of the 
l qkes at ¼~o burn . 
TP or-:ir~ly , ther , I ~m 6i ·arcing myrelf from MY ty ewrlter 
excent :'or s1·ch bus · ness letters as rr1ust be l\ ns t11e r(2d at once . 
And th~t will rtve cur eye~~ rest, too . 
rery pcod wish to you r.d 81] you love . 
Sincerely , ) . 1 
~{ C t J- 0-i.1__ L l ;_ C .i-e 1/\ 
